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SYNOPSIS 
Aluminium Silicon cast alloys have gained popularity as compared to iron based materials 
as a candidate for internal combustion englne components such as cyllnder liners plstons 
and cylinder heads Th~s IS pr~mar~ly because of the high strength to weight ratlo of the 
alum~nium alloys The components of the internal combustion engine during servlce are 
subjected to different k~nds of wear namely adhes~on abrasion scuffing (or seizure) corro 
slve wear and tat~gue wear Wear stud~es of these alloys are related to the effects of s~licon 
content on wear resistance and the mechanisms of wear of these alloys Ava~lable work on 
seizure of alumln~um silicon alloy a l~mlted 
Th~s thesis stud~es the wear and selzure of blnary alumlnlum s~l~con alloys as well as 
those of alloys with copper magnesium and nickel add~tions in unl d~rect~onal nd rec~procat 
Ing sl~ding modes rests in uni d~rectional sl~dlng mode are conducttd at room tbmperature 
and 0 8 mls slldlng speed Speed in reciprocating 5lld1ng mode IS vaned in range 0 6 1 8 
mls The countertace used was EN 24 steel To eluc~date the mechanisms of wear and of 
seizure ot a range ot hypoeutectlc and hypereutectic alloys addit~onal un~axial compresslon 
and slngle pass ball scriblng experiments were done The compresslon tests were canled out 
at temperatures ln a range of 25 C to 400 C and straln rate rn a range of 0 1 to 100 /s The 
ball scrlblng experlrnents were done In a temperature range of 25 C to 400 C Surface and 
sub surface deformation and fracture of the slid specimens were studled In scannlng electron 
microscope 
Wear of blnary A1 SI alloys proceeds tn three stages namely mild wear severe wear and 
seizure as a funct~on of normal load In the mlld wear reglme there forms an Iron rlch 
compacted layer on the pm surface whlch protects the alloy against wear The protectwe 
layer is destabllised due to sub surface plastlc flow glvmg rlse to severe wear as the load is 
~ncreased Further Increase rn the normal load leads to seizure 
Bulk shear appears to be the mechanism for selzure of A1 S I alloys Fr~ctlonal force and 
shear resistance of the material are the two controlling factors whlch together determine the 
onset of selzure The reslstance to shear depends on hardness and it decreases wlth sub 
surface depth The shear stress wh~ch IS directly proportional to the frl~t~onal torce becomes 
equal to the reslstance to shear at a certaln sub surface depth Large scale shear is lnlt~ated in 
a plane situated at this depth and parallel to the sliding plane when the above cond~tlon 1s 
met Th~s heralds the onset of seizure 
Changing the mode of sliding from unl d~rectlonal to reclprocatlng as well as lncreaslng 
the average reclprocatlng speed affects adversely the wear and selzure r~slstancts of the 
binary Al Si alloys Alloy~ng addltlons such as copptr and magnesium to the base alloy 
improve both these properties 
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Chapter 1 
Introduct~on and L~terature Survey 
1 1 Internal Combust~on Engne 
Automobile vehicles used for transportation purposes are powered by Inter nal combust ]on 
englnes The power is generated by burnlng air fuel mixture in the requlred proportion 
Cornbust~on takes place Inside the cylinder during the combustion stroke ot the englne and 
most ot the englnes work on the tour stroke Otto cycle ( I )  
The process ot cornbust~on produces temperatures in the cylinder in excess ot 7000 C and 
exhaust temperatures below 500 C Because ot the h~gh temperatures in the cylinder the 
englne has to be cooled externally Cool~ng IS done by the passage of water around the cylin 
der or by air passing over the fins projecting from the cyl~nder To achleve thermodyndm~c. 
tttlc~cncy the a s  fuel mixture has to be compressed prlor to lgnltion A romprcnlon ratlo ot 
10 1 a common in spark rgnltlon englnes 
P~ston makes a reciprocating motion lns~de the cylinder by es tab1 lshlng contact through 
plston rings Metal to metal contact IS usually prevented durlng sl~ding through a t h ~ n  t~lm ot 
oil lubrtcatlon in every engine there exists a piston rlng pack wh~ch conslsts ot atleast three 
plston rlngs These are seated Inside the grooves provided on the top portion ot the plston 
The top rings are known as compression rings and the bottom ones are the od control rlngs 
Compression rings prevent the leakage of blow by gasses into the crank cases by serving as 
an effective seal between cyl~nder and piston Oil control ring prevents the entry of 011 from 
the crank case into the combust~on chambers wh ile glvlng adequate ringbore surface lubrica 
tion The important details of the reciprocating internal combustion engine are given in the 
schematic sketch shown in Ftg 1 1 ( 1  3) 
1 2 Wear of Enene Components 
Trent (4) has discussed the possib~litles of different kinds of wear in a sllding situation 
under different loading conditions wh~ch are shown schematically in Fig 1 2 Under hydro 
dynamic lubrlcat~on conditions (Fig 1 2a) the 011 t~lm that exists at the slldlng surfaces is 
usually thicker than the surface irregularities There exists no metal to metal contact under 
these condltlons Wear may be due to entrapped hard particles Figs 1 Ib  1 2d show bound 
ary lubricat~on of sl~ding surfaces under different loading condit~ons In all the cases shown 
the 011 tilm thickness a thinner than the irregularities on the surface Metal to metal contact 
~ ~ 1 s t ~  dt the asperities Wear may be due to abrasive action ot the hard asperities Adhes~on 
and transfer ot metal trom one surface to another takes place Wear may be l~ght as in 
I- ig 1 2b but with high loads and ineftective lubricants it may be severe and rap~d (I. ig 1 2c) 
llrider t i i t  latter condition locali~ed sciLure becorncs inore exteiislve dild S U ~ ~ I C C S  drt x t t r t  
ly damaged (scutted or galled) Fig 1 i d  shows the Lvtreme Ioad~ng ~ondit~on where complc 
tion ot seizure (I e relative motlon at the whole interface ceases) occurs 
Sudarshan and Bhadur~ (5) have d~scussed the problems assoc~ated with gas leakage i t  
has been ment~oned that the gas leakage past the piston rlngs causes wearing off piston rings 
over a period of time due to a breakdown of the oil films The tendency to gas leakage in 
creases with the englne load because of the greater thermal expansion of the liner at the top 
than at the bottom Excessive gas leakage d~sturbs the oil film wh~ch ultimately leads to gas 

Flg 1 2 Schematic sketch showlng different kinds of wear 
under slid~ng sltuatton a) Hydrodynamic lubrication b) 
Boundary lubrication l lg h t loads c) Boundary lubrlcat~on 
heavy loads d) Boundary lubrication extreme loading 
condr tions 
erosion The heat in the gasses together with the frictional heat generated due to rubbing 
causes localised meltlng of the metal at the wearing surface The molten metal at the contact 
spots can then be torn loose and finally carried away by the gasses 
Zum Gahr (6) has reported the presence of material transfer due to adhes~on and grooving 
due to abraslon on the heavily damaged cyllnder liner of an automobile englne Damage due 
to abrasion which manifests as grooves runnlng parallel to the d~rection ot sliding has been 
reported by Eyre et a1 (7) on large bore grey cast lron marine cylinder hers  which had been 
withdrawn from servlce The same cylinder llners had shown surtace pittlng and etching ot 
mlcro constituents This had been attributed by them to corrosive wear In a subsequent paper 
by Eyre (8) it has been mentioned that the etch~ng is due to the formation ot sul turr ac~d  by 
the use of h~gher sulfur containing fuels Sudarshan and Bhadur~ (5) have nient~oned that the 
ac~d tormation occurs when sultur tr~ox~de whlch torms during combust~on under ccrtaln 
conditions combines w~th moisture Corrosion &image may appear to be ~v~dent  on l~ners 
only after long service l~fe (9) 
Damage of the ~nternal combust~o~~ ~nglne cyl ~nder bore due to abrdvon ot t h ~  cntra~ricd 
hard particles in the lubr~catlng 011 h a  been reported by Eyrc (8) S L ~  lt~111ng 311d sLorlng 
marks have been seen on the damaged surta~e 
Godtrey (10) has observed scuttlng on chromt plat~d plston rings ot d d~cscl ~nglnt run 
on a cast iron I~ner under lubr~cated cor~d~t~olls tor 2000 hrs It hds b t t  11 rn~tlt~ontd rh it  tht 
scutted surtaces conslst ot rough and torn regions and gro5s amount ot trlnsterr~d materid 
on the counterface Scott et a1 ( 1  1)  have also reported scutfing on large marlne d~escl cast 
lron plston ring They have shown scorlng and cracked appearance on the taper sections ot 
the scuffed surface 
Eyre et a1 (7) have identified two types of scutfing wear based on observat~ons on large 
bore marlne cyl~nder llners and damaged cast iron piston rlngs The first type of scuffing has 
occurred on the cylinder bores is associated with plastic deformation wh~ch has produced 
delamination wear and plate like debris The second type of scuffing occurred on the piston 
rings and is caused by fracture of white layer (I e the product~on of hard phases in the near 
surface regions of the grey cast iron durlng sliding) 
Failure of cylinder liners used in large diesel railway englnes due to fatigue has been 
reported by Morton and Watson (12) Low cycle tatigue due to very high thermal stresses is 
tound to be responsible for the failure of cyllnder liners and the majority of engine combus 
tion chamber components Thermal stresses are produced due to starting and stopping of the 
engine and because of the varying engine output during runnlng 
The literature covered so far on drtferent aspects of the in service damage of the engine 
components reveals that there exist several klnds ot wear such as adhes~on scuttlng selzure 
chemical corrosron and tatigue in the piston cyl inder assembly o t the reciprocating internal 
combustion englne These wear types are interrelated and the predominance ot a type de 
pends on worklng temperature pressure lubr !cat ion and properties of mater~als (1 3) 
Shivanath et a1 (14) have stated that the power to weight ratio is a parameter which plays 
an important part in the selection of structural materlal for engines Other properties such as 
wear resistance scu tting resistance corrosion resistance mach inabil lty rastabillty fatlgue 
strength thermal stability (high temperature strength) thermal conduct~vity coefficient ot 
thermal expansion are equally important (1 13 15) Cyllnder block cylinder h e r  piston 
piston rlngs and cyl~nder head are the critical components of the englne The use of low 
thermal conduct~vity materlal allow much of the heat energy produced in combust~on to get 
transferred to useful work and less will be given up to the engine cooling system (16) It has 
been mentioned by Whltacre (16) that piston wlth low thermal expansion allows it to be fit to 

Austenltrc cast irons whlch contain up to 17 % NI have also been recommended as a can 
didate material in applications where corrosion resistance 1s Important (21) These Irons have 
been claimed to be low wear resistant and are prone to scuffing Scott et al (1 1) have reported 
that the life of the cyl~nder llners made out of grey cast irons can be extended by alloying the 
cast Iron with small quantities ot alloylng elements such as t~tan~um chromium copper 
vanadlum and molybdenum 
Steel IS the another mater~al wh~ch n claimed to show satisfactory performance in the 
hardened condltton and has been recommended for use for englnes with small and medium 
cylinder diameters (13) Harden~ng methods such as nitrldlng nitrosulph~ding chromium 
plating etc have been suggested An advantage of steel IS that its workab~lity IS good and 
liners made out ot steel can easlly be produced by deep drawlng process (2 1) 
Alum~niurn alloys have also been in use for a long tune (22 23 24) for manuldrture of 
cylinder blochs Cylinder blocks made out of alumln~um alloys were produced tirst tlme in a 
pioneering ettort by Doehler Jarv~s division Nat~onal lead company in the early 1950 s to 
reduce the dead we~ght ot the veh~cles A1 SI alloys v e  superlor cornpdrcd to A1 C u alloys 
w ~ t h  regard to castabll~ty and wear res~stance The dlsadvdntagt: w ~ t h  the use ot Al Si alloys 
over A1 Cu alloys is that the former alloys are prone to scutting under poorly lubr~cated 
co~lditio~~s and these ronditlons r w t  in serv~ce particularly durlng startlng or warrnlng up ot 
englnLs (35) To ov~rcorne the problems due to scuffi~ig the ~yllnder blocks drL ~l~ctrodepo 
s~ted w~th harder mater~als such ds chromlum and nlckel (13) Surface hardening by laser 
treatment has also seen suggested tor thls purpose It has been stated (25) that the problems 
due to scutfing of A1 SI alloys can be overcome wlth the lnsertlon ot grey cast iron cylinder 
l~ners Into cyllnder blocks The Raynolds metal company has reported (26) that w~th specla1 
etchlng treatment the hyper eutectic A1 SI alloys can be d~rectly used wlthout the use of grey 
cast iron cyllnder liners They have used linerless aluminium engine blocks in the~r chevro 
let s Veiga engine These blocks were made out of ASTM 390 1 (LM30 B S speclficat~on) 
with a composition 16 18Y SI 4 5 % Cu 0 6-1 0% Fe and 0 45 0 65Mg This alloy is 
prone to shrinkage porositl berng long freezing range Reynolds Metal Company have used 
the Acurad process to cast engine blocks Th~s process involves a double plunger method ot 
metal injection Into the die cavlty wlth die cavity fill rate between 0 5 4 5 seconds which 
was considerably slower than in conventional pressure die casting A second plston comes 
into action to force the additional metal Into the die cavity thus reducing ~nternal shrinkage 
The cooling of the die was arranged to ensure solld~ficat~on from the furthest polnt ot the die 
progressively to the gate Phosphorus was added to the alloy as an 8% phosphor copper to 
achieve primary silicon refinement Acurad process ensured correct size ( 25pms) and 
un~torm distrrbutron of primary sillcon particles Cylinder bores were prepared by an electro 
chemical process whlch was speclall y developed This process removes a mlnute alum~nlum 
layer leaving prlmary sll Icon particles standing proud on the surtace thereby  pro^ ~d lng the 
hard wear res~stlng surface for the plston rings whlle riding Tables 1 1 and 1 2. gives the 
chemical composition of different cy l~nder I iner materials (7- 1) 
1 3 2 Plston Rings 
Grey cast Iron which has been in u5e IS d ~ u ~ u b l e  mdternl tor t h ~  mdnuta~turt ot p~stot~ 
rlngs appears to meet the Important rcqulrelnents ot the plston rlngs ( 13) The drsadvantag~ 
w ~ t h  the grey cast aon 1s that it IS heavy and has low tatlgue strength (3) It had been noted 
that (19) these Irons have shown satisfactory performance with regards to scuffing In small 
and medium rated engines Other types of cast Irons such as malleable Iron and nodular Iron 
have also been recommended for special appl ications which Include h igh temperature and 
high load worklng conditions (e g d~esel engines) (27) Both these Irons have good tat~gue 
strength and poor wear character~st~cs To overcome the difficulties assoc~ated with poor 
wear characteristics of these Irons a hard chromlum plating has been recommended 
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(13 19) It has been reported that the nodular iron which has fatlgue strength two times that 
of grey iron is less liable to breakage and loss of shape at high temperatures than grey irons 
(19) 
P~ston rlngs made out of steel have also been used in englnes where the worklng temper 
atures and working loads are high (13 28) An advantage whlch has been cla~med w~th the 
use ot steel is that the mechanical properties of steel are much better as compared to those of 
the cast irons For instance a chromlum vanadlum s tee1 has four times the fatigue strength 
ot a chromlum nickel grey iron The elast~c modulus of steel is two tlmes that ot cast Iron 
Steel plston rlngs are easy to manufacture and have poor wear resistance and resistance to 
scu tting in the unhardened cond~t~on To Improve these properties surface hardening treat 
ments such as nitriding chromlurn plating etc have been recommended The chemical 
composition ot the generally used piston rlng materials is given in Fables 1 3 and 1 4 
(13 15 21) 
Piston IS dn important engine ~omponent I t  has bet11 rtported that in pntons t h ~  prob 
leins due to wear are more common M the ring brooves sklrt and plqton pln borcs (13) 
Other proble~ns ~ncluded are plston head burnlng due to gross maltun~tions in internal 
combustion crlglnes scuttlng due to poor h ~ g h  temperature strength crack~ng d u ~  to tatigue 
and ring stick~ng to the groove due to the accumulation ot varn~sh and carbonaceous mdt~rsal 
( I )  Plston head burning appears to be more common w~th aluminium pistons It was ~la~med 
that ( 13) rubblng between plston rlng and the groove surfaces may take place at elevated 
temperatures (200 250 C) in the presence of carbon and abrasive particles gettlng in trom 
ouu~de W~th time the proper fit of the p~ston in the cyllnder gets Impaired due to wear whlch 
gives rise to impacts vibrat~ons and loosening of the rings in the grooves 


Grey cast iron has been used in the past as suitable piston materlal but its use was re 
stricted at high speeds because of its heavy mass (22) It is claimed that the use ot grey cast 
irons gives rise to high wear rates in the sk~rt regions of the plstons due to heavy inertla 
forces on the crank shaft assembly Nodular cast irons whlch have hlgher strengths than grey 
cast irons have also been recommended for piston applicat~ons but these irons are In ter lor 
with regards to thermal conductivity and anti frict~on properties Additions of certal n alloy lng 
elements such as chromium molybdenum titanium nickel and copper to grey cast irons have 
been clalmed to improve the strength and dimensional stability ot grey cast Iron pistons 
Aluminium alloys have also been used for plston applications and it was reported (29 30) 
that low density and high conductivity are the important properties ot these alloys which 
make them attractlve tor piston applications Low density means that these alloys are dsso 
elated with high power to weight ratio and lower wear rates due to inertia torces I t  H ~ S  
reported ( 13) that the aluminium alloy pistons get heated up during service to a lesser extent 
and the piston heads collect lower amounts of carbon compared to grey cast Iron or steel 
pistons owlng to the hrgh thermal conductivity Another advantage which was cldim~d d u ~  to 
h~gh thermal conductivity was that the sklrts carry strong oil tilms by rrcdting lawurablr 
trlctlon condit ions dt the cylinder tace The d~sadvantagec dssoci ited wi th t h ~ s ~  illloys arL 
hlgh coetfic~ent ot thermal expaIlsion and poor resistance to  cutting due to low h~,h r~lnptr 
ature strength (70 29) Addltion ot certain alloylng elements t u ~ h  u Lopper mdgn~slurn ind 
~ I L L L I  to Al $1 alloys have bt tn  suggested (23 29) to Improve the high ttlnp~rilturL 
strength Hlgh coetticient of thermal expansion exhibited by the alumin~um alloy plstons 
require hlgher piston allowances compared to grey cast ~ron plstons (22) Hypereutectic Al SI 
alloy are useful in this regard because addition of silicon to aluminium decreases the coetti 
cient of thermal expansion Fig 1 3 (23) shows that the thermal expansion coettlclent 
decreases linearly with the Increase In silicon content 
A1 Cu alloys have been used in early 1900 s for plston applicat~ons to have possible 
Flg 1 3 Effect of srllcon on thermal expansion coefficrent 
of Al SI Cu Mn NI alloys 
we~ght savings on englnes These alloys are scuff resistant and have been recommended to 
use even In d~esel englnes A1 Cu alloys are heav~er than A1 SI alloys Popularly used alloy 
for atrcraft appl~cations In thls series is the Lo Ex Y a loy (LM14 In UK) It is an A1 4% CU 
1 5 0/ Mg alloy w ~ t h  mlnor amounts of iron silicon manganese and contalns 2 % NI Maln 
drawbacks of thls alloy are poor wear resistance and low castabll~ty (1) Alloys based on A1 
CU and Al Si have been used in USA for plstons Important alloy m thrs serles is SAE 300 
This alloy contains 5 5 7 5 %Cu and 5 0 6 0% Si and less than 1 5 % Fe It IS malnly used 
tor permanent mold castlngs and retalns its rnechan~cal properties well at elevated temper 
atures Its speclfic gravlty IS 2 89 and tts heat conductlv~ty is about 4 4 tlmes that ot cast 
Iron Its thermal expanslon coeffic~ent IS hlgher than Y alloy 
Al SI alloy have thermal expanslon coett~cient lower than that of A1 Cu alloys A serles 
ot Lo Ex A1 SI alloys have been developed based on eutectlc sillcon content for plston sppl~ 
catlons These alloys have thermal expanslon coettic~ent lower than the base alloy 
In hypereutect~c A1 SI alloys the rnaxlmum sllicon content IS restricted to 30% SI Ma 
chlnablllty ot A1 SI alloys IS poor and A1 SI alloys contalnlng high s~llcon contents particular 
ly those alloys that exceeds slllcon content 30% are prdctlcally d~tficult o machlne rools 
tends to wear out durlng machlnlng I t  has bee11 reported (16) that speclal tools particularly 
dramond and ~arblde tipped tools hnvc, to be used to lnachllre th~se alloys It  hds b i t n  clar n~ed 
(16) that melt treatments lihe prlrnary sll~con retmement and tutectlc silicon mod~tirat~on 
Improve the md~h~nabdlty ot Al SI alloys Flg L 4 (7-4) shows a compdrlson ot the machln 
ablllty ot three commercial Al SI alloys It IS clear that the machlnablllty of hypoeutertlc A1 
SI alloys IS better than that ot hypereutect~c alloys 
As regards to the fatigue propertles of A1 Si alloys it has been reported (18) that the ta 
tigue strengths of blnary hypoeutectic A1 SI alloys are h~gher as compared to hypereutectlc 
A1 SI alloys Hypereutect~c A1 SI alloys with fat~gue propertles better than the hypoeutectlc 
Tool Irfe,mlns 
Fig 1 4 Machinab~l~ty of the cast A1 SI alloys 
A1 Si have been developed for piston applications w~th the add~t~ons of copper magnesium 
and n~ckel Fig 1 5 (16) shows a comparison of fat~gue l~mits as a funct~on of temperature for 
two conmerc~al alloys Chem~cal composltlon of commonly used plston materials is glven in 
Tables 1 5 1 7 (25 29 32) 
1 4 Manufacture of Alumin~um alloy Plstons by 
L~qu~d Metallurgy 
P~stons in rec~procatlng Internal combustion englnes are usually subjected to more severe 
service conditions than any other component ot the englne (3 1) It has been mentioned by 
L~lly (17) that mechan~cal and thermal loadings are usually high on plstons Mechanical 
loading IS due to gas pressure inside the cyl~nder and thermal load~ng is due to temperature 
and heat transter conditions In the cyl~nder and at other boundaries to the piston One ot the 
most Important tactors to be noted in plston production 1s that the mechanical properties ot 
most plston alloys are developed by alloy~ng add~t~ons and heat treatment (3 1) P~stons w~th 
interlor h~gh strength properties are prone to scuttlng it IS also Important to take Into ac 
count thdt the plston should be tree trom interndl stresses dur~ng manut~cture Other tactors 
wh~ch need to be coi~s~dered in the product1011 ot plston are weibht ot the ~lsting surtdce 
t ~ n a h  qnd th~chness ot smallest poss~ble dlmens~ons to bc ~ d s t ~ d  (33 34) 
1 4 1 Sand Cast~ng 
It has been reported (35) that sand castlng process can be employed for casting heat treat 
able plston alloys w~thout any bllster tormat~on whlch appears to be a common problem 
durlng heat treatment of pressure d ~ e  castlng components Jorstad (36) has ment~oned that a IS 
d~fficult o produce h~gh strength properties in sand moulds as compared to gravity dle and 
pressure d ~ e  cas tlng techniques because of low sol ~d lficat~on rates associated w I th sand 
Temperature 
Fig 1 5 Fatlgue limits of cast A1 SI alloys as a functlon of 
temperature 
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castlng process Use of chills in sand moulds have also been suggested to promote high cool 
lng rates Main drawback whlch has been claimed with the use of chills is that mass produc 
tio I of castings is difficult to achieve An advantage with the sand casting process is that 
there are no limitat~ons on the size of the castlngs to be produced An improved verslon ot 
the sand casting process has been used to produce aluminium automobile components by 
Cosworth Engineering L~mited England which e commercially known as Cosworth process 
(37) High coollng rates have been achieved in this process by using zircon sand Th~s pro 
cess prevents molten metal to pick up oxygen or any other gasses that may lead to porosity in 
castings by rnalntainlng a blanket of inert gas on top of molten metal 
1 4 2 Grav~ty d ~ e  Cast~ng (Permanent Mould Cast~ng) 
Van Horn (38) and Smart (30) have mentioned that permanent mould casting and seml 
permanent mould cast~ng (where cores are made up of sand) processes had been used widely 
tor product~on of gasoline petrol and d~esel engine alum~n~um alloy plstons Smart and 
Reynolds (29) and Babes (39) have given the deta~ls of the piston making for alurnlnlum 
alloys They have indicated that gravity dle castlng provides the high and reproduc~ble qua11 
ty levels required tor pistons Grav~ty d ~ e  castlng is a development process over sand cast 
Ing rn that castlngs produce tine grain size and better mechan~cal propertiLr romp Ired to 5 ind 
casting process P~stons can be produced w ~ t h  clo5e ddrmens~onal tolerances without need to 
have much tinishing operations and sections thlnner than 3mm are difficult to produce 
Pistons w~th a maxlmum weight of 10 Kgs are practically feas~ble in th~s process 
1 4 3 Pressure d ~ e  Cast~ng 
Pressure die casting techniques (low pressure die castlng and high pressure d ~ e  casting) 
have been employed In the past m the production of pistons (29) Beeley (40) and Wmdward 
and proffitt (41) have mentioned the advantages of pressure die casting over gravity d ~ e  cast 
mng Dense castings with finer grain size and enhanced mechan~cal properties are commonly 
obtained Jorstad (36) has clearly d~scussed the limitations of thes techn~ques It has been 
mentioned by him that it IS ditticult to use disposable cores in these techn~ques and also the 
castlngs cannot be subjected to any heat treatment because of format~on of blisters on cast 
ings The blister phenomena is associated with porosity in castings and much of the porosity 
comes trom d ~ e  cavlty atmosphere (nitrogen and/or volatilized lubricants etc) durmng com 
presslon of molten metal under high pressures When a die casting IS solutlon heat treated 
the compressed gasses in pores expand at the same tlme and the metal around pores sottens 
which ultimately lead to blistering of castings 
Jorstad (36) and Smart and Reynolds (29) have discussed the alternat~ve approaches to 
disposable cores Most ot them are desmgn oriented it has been reported that these solutions 
requlre compromises in component des~gn and are not considered as ult~mate solution tor 
broader application 
Varlat~ons ot the die castlng process have been used to overcome high pressure pore 
problem with the dle casting techn~ques (36) I t  has been suggested that percentage poroslty 
gets reduced if metal IS lnje~ted itter evacudtlon ot d ~ e  cavlty Reduction in perrcntlge 
porosity has nlso been cldimed when d ~ e  cav~ty IS purged with a suitable reactive gas such as 
oxygen When metal is ~nje~ted into d ~ e  ~avlty the oxygen gets consumed in reactlon wlrh 
molten alum~nium to form t~nely divided solid ox~de partlrlcs In dolng so a rmtied at 
mosphere gets created in d ~ e  cavmty 
1 4 4 Squeeze Cast~ng 
Sanders (42) has reported that pistons require better mechanical properties and these 
properties can be obtained by processing lmquid metal using squeeze casting process He has 
mentioned that squeeze casting process a an interesting solut~on for maklng pistons for h~gh 
loaded gasoline or diesel engines In th~s process the molten metal sol~d~fies under pressures 
wh~ch are In the range 30 110 MPa and there n no need for molten me a1 to flow through 
an extenslve runnlng and gatlng system and metal yields are high (43) P~ston alloys pro 
duced by th~s process had shown improved fatigue performance In that fat~gue resistance 
Improved by two tlmes Squeeze cast AI,O, reinforced (fibres) eutectic A1 SI alloy wh~ch 1s 
used for plston applications has shown Improved thermal shock resistance and high tempera 
ture strength at 300 C (42) It has been claimed that at 300 C the h~gh temperature strength 
of same alloy IS improved by two times The ~mprovernent on these properties has been 
ascribed to dense shrinkage free and t~ne  gralned cast~ngs produced by this method (44) 
Roshan (45) has rnent~oned that the performance of plstons gets ~mproved when squeeze 
castlng technique 1s employed wlth alumlnlum metal rnatrlx composites w ~ t h  ceramic Inserts 
Th~s process tac~l~tates the rncorporatlon ot castlng ~nserts for control ot expansion and 
other reinforcements required in speclfic locations of the plston for specific purposes (2) The 
use of ceramlc t~bre Inserts has been claimed to w~thstand to high cycllc temperatures and 
stresses Prasad and Rohatg~ (46) have reported that it is adv~sable to have selectwe d~sper 
slon ot graph~te particles in skirt portlon of plston Instead of unltorm d~sperslon so as to 
strike a balance between tribological and mer hm~cal properties This IS because shlrt ocrcca 
slonally comes into  ont tact w ~ t h  ~y i~nder  l I I ~ L ~  due to tccentric rnot ion Squee~e c lstlng 
process appears to be a better solut~on to protluct plsto~ls ot t h ~ s  hind I t  has been reporttd 
(47) that squeeze castlng process ensures ln t i l  trdt  on ot ceramic preform and its ~ncorporatlon 
into casting Pistons produced by squeeze castlng lnfil tration methods for commerc~al appl I 
cations have been reported by Clegg (48) and Rohatg~ (49) Howes (50) has reported success 
ful product~on of alum~n~um alloy plstons by squeeze casting process 
Kenney et a1 (5 1) and Girot et a1 (52) have demonstrated production of non dendritic 
m~crostructures in an hypo eutectic A1 SI alloy (A1 7%Si 0 5%Mg) used for piston appllca 
tions by rheocast~ng technique The advantages claimed w~th these microstructures are 
reduced shrinkage porosity and less tendency to hot cracking It has been reported that (53) 
this process uses slurries to cast the die cavlty Cast~ng processes such as gravlty die castlng 
pressure d ~ e  castlng and squeeze casting can be employed to obtain castlngs of any required 
shape L~qu~d slurries with solid fract~ons as h~gh as 0 6 are usually obta~ned by vigorously 
stirrlng part~ally  solid^ fied molten metal (54) Mechanical properties of castlngs obtained by 
Rheocasting process have been cla~rned to be much better as compared to those casted by 
conventional methods (55) Che~kh Meri et a1 (56) have reported that the improveinent on 
~nechan~cal properties is due to absence ot air entrainment into slurries because sluntes enter 
Into die cavlty wlthout turbulence Another tactor wh~ch has been cla~med to be respons~ble 
tor Improved mechan~cal properties 1s due to sol~d~ficatlon contraction because slurry contaln 
h ~ g h  proportion of sol~d and less 11qu1d prlor to its entry Into die cavlty Che~kh Merr ~t dl 
(56) have given deta~ls for Rheocast procLsslng and pressure d ~ e  castlng ot graphitic hypereu 
tectlc alum~nium s~llcon alloys for plston appllcat~olls G~rot et dl (52) have dlso rtported 
succtsstul product~on ot alurnln~urn alloy plstons by rhcocasting tech~~~ques 
Mehrab~an et a1 (57) have reported that 1 ~ q u ~ d  slurr~es produced by rheocastlng techn~que 
prov~de an environment for incorporation ot third phase thereby facil~tate product~on of par 
t lculate re~nforced metal matrlx composites used for wear resistance appl~cat~ons Compo 
castlng involves lncorporatlon of particulate or fibres Into l~quid slurries and castlng the re 
sultant mlxture by casting processes such as gravity die casting pressure die casting and 
squeeze casting to obta~n requ~red shape (58) Rohatgi (59) has ment~oned that particles and 
d~scont~nuous fibres of SIC Al,O, TIC sll~con n~tride graph~te mica glass slag Mgo and 
boro I carbide have been dispersed successfully in alum~nium piston alloys by compocasting 
techn~que Gibson et a1 (18) have reported processing details of graph~tic hypereutectic A1 SI 
alloy composites used for automobile appl~catlons by compocasting techn~que tollowed by 
squeeze casting 
1 4 7 Other Routes for Maklng Alum~n~um Plstons 
Van Horn (38) has ment~oned that the use of forged pistons is recommended in four cycle 
d~esel engines Forglng process provides optimum strength and toughness at the points ot 
greatest stress in the part by controlling grain flow of metal (60) It has been reported (38) 
that forged plstons develop hlgher tens~le and fatlgue properties espec~ally in pin boss area 
and these pistons are usually specified where maximum tiring pressures may reach 1500 PSI 
Table 1 6 glves chemical composition of alloys used for making plstons by torglng 
Powder metallurgy techniques hake been used (38) to manu tacture plstons by uslng 
atomized alum~nlum alloy powder It appears that these pistoes produ~e hlgher y ~ t  Id tens~lc 
fatigue hardness and elongation properties at high temperdturrs as comp lrtd to thosi ut r 1st 
or torged pistons These pistons provlde negl lglble residual growth and resistance to L r  ~ l r  
I I I ~  due to thermal tatigue dur~ng servlce 
1 5 Wear of Alumln~um S111con Alloys 
Wear of A1 Si alloys has been studied extensively in the past by varying srlicon content in 
the range 0 30%Si These studies have been mostly aimed at arriving at an optlmum silicon 
content for maxlmum wear resistance and to obtain wear transition loads of different A1 SI 
alloys as a function of sllicon content and also to understand the mechanisms of mater~al 
removal in these alloys during slidlng There are also few studies which have been devoted to 
the construct on of wear maps of these alloys with a view to exploihng their potential for 
industrial applications 
1 5 1 Effect of S~lcon Content on Wear Res~stance 
Okabayash i and Kawamoto (6 1) have carr~ed out unidirect ~onal sl idlng experiments on 
four different alloys w~th s~l~con contents of 8 4 % 11 7% 15 0Y and 21 6% by using A1 SI 
0 6% carbon steel and flake cast Iron as counterface mater~als S111con part~cle size in 21 6% 
Si has been vaned by treat~ng melts with phosphor copper All the alloys were tested in the 
as cast cond~tlon No eutectlc mod~fylng agents have been added to the melts to inodlty the 
eutectlc sslllcon Ettects of sllicon partlcle size on wear reslstance have been studled by vary 
ing the sll~con particle size In 21 6% Si alloy Their maln findings were that the wear resist 
ance ot 21 67 SI alloy 1s maxlmum as compared to other three alloys and wear rates ot the 
same alloy are not influenced much with change in sil~con slze In the range 26 73 pm though 
there is a sllght Increase in tensile strength with increase in sll~con sue Low wear ot 71 6 %  
SI alloy has bet11 attributed by them to hardened hrgh spots which have been tormed on the 
surtaces of alloy due to debris adheslon it has been reported thdt hlgh spots on 21 6 '0 51 
alloy are harder (360Hv) than the h~gh spots on the other three llloys (190Hv) $tone Brooke 
(62) has stated that i t  is the quantlty rather than the slze of the s~l~con particles whlch controls 
wear rate HIS conclus~ons are based on observat~ons on clutches h e r s  and plstons rn serv 
Ice He has further ment~oned that a high slllcon content 1s always desirable for maxlmum 
wear reslstance Based on experimental results it has been mentioned by Dewhurst (63) that 
the wear rate of A1 Si alloys decreases linearly with sil~con content beyond eutectlc composl 
tion 
Rec~procat~ng wear experiments on hypereutectic A1 S I alloys w~th s ~ l  icon contents of 
14 5 % 17% and 25 % has been carr~ed out by Vandelll (64) by uslng cast Iron as counterface 
materlal HIS experimental results have shown maximum wear resistance w~th 17 7 SI alloy 
He has concluded that fine and unlform d~stribution of sillcon is important for wear resistance 
rather than slllcon quantity 
Sarkar (65) has tested two commerc~al alloys of near eutectlc (LM 13) and hypereutect~c 
(LM 29) In a pin bush machlne agalnst hardened steel and grey cast iron counterface materl 
als These alloys have been subjected to age harden~ng treatment prior to wear testlng HIS 
results have shown that near eutectic alloy wears less than the hypereutectic alloy Further it 
has been observed that there was no s~gn~f~cant difference between the wear rates of the 
aluminium slllcon alloys pins whether they were slid on grey Iron or hard steel bushes 
Shivanath et al (66) have studled the etfects ot sil~con content silicon particle slze and 
eutectlc sll~con modification of blnary A1 SI alloys of s~l~con content in the range 4 20% 
on wear reslstance by uslng a hardened steel disc as countertace mater~al Sil~con particle size 
In the alloys has been vaned by using two dl tferent castrng techniques namely sand cast 1ng 
and ch~ll casting Prlrnary sillcon ret~n~ng a ent5 have not been used to vary the sillcon part1 
cle size It has been shown that the wear rates ot alloys In the m~ld wear reglons are ~nde 
pendent of sil~con content s~licon pdrtlcle size and loid load bear~ilg Lapaclty ot dlloys dl50 
Increase with Increasing s~llcon content 
The etfects ot silicon particle size on wear reslstance ot LM 30 type hypereutectlc A1 SI 
alloy have been studied by Clegg and Das (67) In a pln on rlng rnach~ne uslng hardened steel 
rlngs S~licon part~cle size has been vaned by treating melts w ~ t h  05% sulphur Thew results 
have indicated that the s~licon part~cle sue has a negl~gible ffect on wear reslstance Effects 
due to the change in sillcon part~cle slze on wear resistance have also been ~nvest~gated by 
Jaleel et a1 (68) In an hypereutectic A1 SI alloy it has been concluded by them that the wear 
reslstance of the alloy increased with the decrease In sillcon part~cle slze whlch is in dls 
agreement with the findings of Clegg and Das (67) 
Clarke and Sarkar (69 70) have studied the wear character~stics of as cast binary alumlni 
urn sillcon alloys by carrylng out wear tests tn a pin on bush mach~ne by using hardened steel 
as a counterface material They have used s~milar silicon range to that chosen by Shlvanath et 
a1 (66) It has been concluded that the wear reslstance of a blnary A1 Si alloy improves wlth 
sillcon content upto the near eutectlc composition It has also been observed that the hypereu 
tectlc alloys wear more but by only a factor of about two 
Wear stud~es on the effects of sllicon content on wear reslstance of hypereutectic A1 SI 
alloys have also been carr~ed out by Andrews et a1 (71) by varylng s~l~con content in the 
range 17 26 9' All alloys have been grain refined by treatrng me1 ts uslng 0 2 t~ tanlum 
These alloys have also been subjected to primary sil~con ret~nement by uslng 0 03 * 
phosphorus in the form of 15 !?' phosphor copper in then experiments they have used tool 
steel dlsc (60Rc) as the counterface mater~al They have arrived at the conclus~on (6) that 
wear reslstance Increases wlth the s11 icon content 
Pramila Bal and Blswas (72) have conducted wear experiments on At SI alloys ot s ~ l  ~ccm 
contents in the range 4 24 % with liarde~~ed En 74 steel d~scs Data obtalrled trom t a ~  tori lily 
designed experiments has been analysed by statistical analysls They have ~onclud~d thdt 
wear ot blnary alloys does not dltter sign~ficantly with sll~con contellt 
The effects of s~l~con content on wear resistance have also been studied by Jaslm and 
Dwarakadasa (73) by conducting pln on disc experlrnents on A1 SI alloys ot s~l~con content in 
the range 3 22% I t  has been concluded by them that the eutectlc alloys showed lower wear 
rate as compared to all the alloys 
Hanna and Shehata (74) have carried out wear experiments on A1 SI alloys wlth slllcon 
content between 8 16% to study the effects of silicon on friction and wear of these alloys by 
sliding against ductile iron counterfaces Based on exper~mental results it has been concluded 
that mild wear and severe wear rates are the lowest for an dloy of near eutectic composition 
These results are in agreement w~th those of Clarke and Sarkar (69) and Jasim and Dwaraka 
dasa s (73) where they have observed maximum wear resistance w~th the alloy of eutectic 
composition 
The wear ot A1 Si alloys has been investigated in detail by Torabian et a1 (75) by conduct 
ing wear experiments in a pin on disc machine using hardened steel d~sc Silicon content of 
their alloys have been varied m the range 2 20% They have concluded that the wear rate 
IS strongly dependent on alloy composition and it decreases cont~nuously with increasing 
sil~con content of the alloy 
The effects of silicon content silicon particle size and interspacing ot s~licon particles on 
wear resistance of hypereutectic A1 Si alloys have been studied by Long et a1 (76) They 
have used pln on plate apparatus with high speed tool steel as a countertace to carry out wear 
experiments it has been concluded trom experimental results that wear decreased w~th in 
creasing s il icon content increasing sil icon particle size and decreas~ng part ~cle spaclng 
It IS seen trom the above d~scussion that silicon content prlmdry sillcon particle sile and 
slllcofi dlstrlbutlon are the factors whlch Influence the wear resistance of h e  Al SI dI1oys 
Exper~ment tindings are contradictory w~th regards to the role of s~licon content on wear 
resistance Few lnvestigatlons have concluded that the optlmum s~licon content 1s around the 
eutectic region but other workers suggest that it IS in the hypereutectic region It was also 
contirmed that s~licon has little effect on wear resistance There are few lnvestlgations related 
to the effects of eutectic modification and the combined effects of eutectlc modification and 
primary silicon refinement on wear resistance Studies related to these aspects have also 
reported con trovers la1 research find~ngs 
1 5 2 Effects of Sd~con Content on Wear Rate Trans~t~ons 
It has been reported by Barwell (77) that certain wear tests carried out on mater~als 
reveal transitions which are so marked as to give rise to two forms of wear In this type of 
tests load and speed are varied over a wide range These are referred to by Hirst (78) as 
severe wear and mild wear respectively and by Kragelske (79) as Internal and superficral 
friction Welsh (80) was the first to study systematically these transitions Eyre (20) has 
mentioned that these transitions have been widely studied both in steels and cast irons Wear 
transitions have been reported (8 1 82) to be sensitive to composition microstructure of the 
rnater~al hardness of the alloy or counterface test geometry and env~ronment In steel 
Burwell and Strang (83) and Shaw et a1 (84) have shown that mild severe wear transition 
occurs when the apparent contact pressure reaches a value of about one third of hardness H 
of the softer of the two materials Arne11 s (85) findings about wear transitions in several 
metals have shown that the wear transltion occurs at one slxth of the material hardness 
Wear transitions in A1 Si alloys have been first reported by Shivanath et a1 (66) Their 
systematic investigations on dry sliding wear of Al SI alloys have led to the conclusion that 
m ~ l d  severe wear transition loads increase wlth silicon content upto 20 4 SI It has been noted 
by them that wear rates are low in the mild wear reglon which varied in the range 10 l2 
10 ' I  m3/m and in the severe wear range wear rates varled between 10 10 m3/in in a 
con~mercial aluminium alloy of type 390 (A1 17%Si 4%Cu 0 5 %Mg) Sarkar (86) has re 
ported the presence of mild severe wear transition Andrews et a1 (7 1 87) have also observed 
wear transitions in commercial aluminium alloy of type 390 They have studled the effects of 
silicon content on wear transitions of the same alloy by varying the silicon content in the 
range 17 26% Their results have shown that transdion load increases with the Increase in 
silicon content which is inagreement with the find~ngs of Shivanath et a1 (66) Eyre (88) has 
shown that copper additions to A1 Si alloy between 1 4 % Increase the transltion load by a 
factor 3 It has been observed by them that the Increase In transit~on load occurs irrespective 
of prlor condltlon of alloy or its subsequent heat treatment 
The effects of sllicon content counterface hardness and sl~ding speed on the wear rate 
transltlons of the blnary A1 SI alloys have been reported by Jasim and Dwarakadasa (73 89) 
It has been reported that all the A1 SI alloys of sil~con content In the range 3 22 %SI have 
shown wear transltlons A sh~ft m the transltion loads to h~gher bearing pressures has been 
noted by them both by lncreaslng the sliding speed and Increasing counterface mater~al 
hardness With regard to the etfects of sillcon content on transition loads they have not 
observed relatlon similar to the one as reported by Shivanath et a1 (66) where it has been 
shown that transltlon load increases w~th the sil~con content in the alloy 
Pramlla Bal and Biswas (90) have character~sed the wear of A1 Si alloys as a functlon ot 
silicon content by adoptlng slm~lar load speed and countertace hardness conditions as used 
by Shwanath et a1 (66) It has been observed by them that the wear Increases monotonically 
with load upto the maximum load of 65N Further their results have shown that there exlsts 
no wear transltlons in tile wear character~stics ot these alloys the finding of whlch a in con 
tradict~on to tlndlngs ot Shivanath et a1 (66) In hypereutectlc Al 17% SI alloy Krishna 
Kanth et a1 (91) have reported wear transitloll at d pressure higher than reported by Shlvanath 
et al (66) 
Results ot the ror lbian (75) about transition loads are well in lgreement with Shivanath 
et a1 (66) where it has been observed that transltion loads in A1 Si alloys Increase with the 
increase In silicon content 
Comparative lnvestlgatlons by Alpas and Zhang (92 93) on A356 type (A1 ~ % S I  
0 3%Mg) of commercial alloys with and w~thout SIC part~cle re~nforcernent have shown that 
the presence ot Sic suppresses completely the transitions which has occurred in A356 base 
alloy Pram~la Bal et a1 (94) have also carried out wear tests on LM 13 (A1 1 1 5 % Si 1 % Cu 
1 %Mg) graphite particulate composites Thew results have shown that the presence of graph 
lte shlfts the transltlon pressure to lower bearlng pressures Based on experimental results 
Mod1 et a1 (95) have concluded that the addition of Sic particles shlf s the transitron point to 
h~gher pressures 
The effects of counterface mater~als on wear transltlons have been reported by Eyre (21) 
Steel and grey Iron counter face mater~als have been used in their investlgatlons Results have 
shown that transltlon polnt in the case of grey cast Iron has sh~fted to hlgher loads as corn 
pared to that of steel 
Wear tests on as cast blnary alum~nlum sll~con alloys carried out by Clarke and Sarhar 
(69) have revealed mlld severe wear and severe wear selzure transltlons They have men 
t~oned that an Increment of load beyond a certaln maximum load has led to gross selzure (I  e 
pin showed unstable mechanical behav~our) 
1 5 3 Wear Mechan~sms 
1 5 3 1 Mid Wear 
Razavlzadeh and Eyre (97) have proposed an ovidatlve wear lnodel to account tor low 
wear rates wh~ch are usually observed In m ~ l d  wedr reglon Th15 modtl is based on the 
assurnptlon that ln~t~al ox~dat~on ccurs at the asperltles due to fr~ct lonal heat~ng Oxlde layer 
which 1s formed on the surtace tracture durlng sltdlng because ot the tact that it may not be 
able to support the load and the fragments tormed get compacted Into valleys Surfaces 
become smoother w~th tlme as the troughs become filled wlth ox~de Adhes~on is prevented in 
thls way because the contact IS mostly between oxlde ox~de Ox~datlve wear then occurs by 
the fracture ot plate llke debrls In a subsequent paper by same authors (98) tt has been 
mentioned that the stability of oxide layer 1s lrnportant to extend the mild wear reglon to 
h~gher loads The h~gher transltlon loads which they have observed with the alloys of lncreas 
lng s~licon content and also with alloys containing copper have been attributed to the transfer 
and d~ffus~on of Iron on to the pln surface whic L appears to reslst the movement of d~sloca 
tlons dur~ng sl~d~ng In the~r investlgatlons they have detected the presence of iron on the 
surfaces of the samples worn out In the m~ld wear reglon by using Scann~ng Electron Micro 
scope and Electron Mlcroprobe Analyser No slgn~ficant amounts of Iron has been detected 
on speclmen surfaces worn out In severe wear reglon 
Based on Scann~ng Electron Microscope observations on worn out surfaces and by the 
surface analys~s of these surfaces uslng Electron M~croprobe Clarke and Sarkar (99 100) 
have proposed a wear model for the removal of mater~al in the mlld wear reglon Clarke and 
Sarkar s model is based on the fact that transfer and back transfer ot mater~al occur across 
the Interface Transter of the mater~al occurs m~tlally trom the sott pln to the hard steel 
countertace due to adhes~ve forces Some ot the transferred materlal gets trans terred back to 
the pln By way of transfer and back transfer process a layer of mater~al gets bu~lt up on pln 
surtace Dur~ng subsequent sl~dlng a wear fragment IS produced by a delamlnat~on process 
Based on surtace and sub surtace observdtlons on the worn out samples ot eutectlc and 
hypereutect~c A1 SI alloys they have evplatned the tormat~on of craters Two types ot delarn~ 
nation process have been reported to be responsible for producing craters These have been 
ttrrned as prlrnary delarnlnatton and secondary delam~nat~on Cracks wh ~ch have been nu 
cleated in the ~ u b  surta~e regions terrnlndte at the surtace glvlng riTe to prlmary delarn~natlorl 
wear The existence ot cracks runnlng parallel to the wear surtace in the sub surface regions 
have also been reported by them Thew observations on the surtace ot worn out samples have 
shown that the lnclplent delam~nat~on giving rlse to craters IS assoc~ated w~th transverse 
cracks Once ln~t~al fracture is occurred by primary delam~nat~on the surface deter~orat~on 
occurs on already weakend areas due to surface forces wh~ch would result in the removal ot 
mater~al in a serles of delam~nation 
Flndings of Pramila Bal and Biswas (90) on wear of A1 SI alloys in the same load range 
and approx~mately same wear rates as adopted by Eyre et a1 (66) are however tn contradlc 
tion to the ox~dative model proposed by Eyre Pramila Bal and Biswas have concluded that 
delamlnation is the major mode of materlal removal over the entlre load range studied They 
have mentioned that during sliding oxidative wear prevails only when there is a continued 
oxidation and for that metal to metal contact must exist at regular intervals of tlme Under 
these conditions the debr~s consists of both oxlde and metal Th~s is not expected In the case 
of oxidative wear Suh (101) has also reported that oxidative wear cannot be a rate control 
ling mechanism unless the conditions are highly oxidative 
It has been reported (90) that the surface observations of the worn out samples at dlfter 
ent loads in the load range 2 to 65 N show the presence of finely scored smooth reglons and 
craters The number of craters increase with load Morphological studles carried out by the 
authors in scannlng electron microscope on debris cot lected at d~fferent loads has shown 
mostly flaky or laminate type of debr~s characterlstlc of delam~nation wear Presence ot small 
equiaxed partsles has also been detected In the debris at low loads These particles have been 
surrn~sed to have formed due to the operation ot secondary mechanisms such as abras~on and 
flow Induced edge cracking X ray dittraction studles conducted on debris generated at loads 
In the range 2 65 N show the presence of alu~nrnlum and sillcon with no evldenct ot ouldes 
X ray analyses ot Iron on worn surtaces ot representative A1 Si alloy sl~d at dl tferent loads 
have also been carried out by Prarnlla Bal and Biswas (90) rhey have observed tratlster ot 
iron from the counterface to pln surface whlch Increases upto a certain load beyond that 1t 
decreases These findings are in agreement with Eyre s (66) results Pramila Bal and B~swas 
have attributed th~s to the fact that beyond certaln load the sllding is between alurnln~um 
aluminium because the counterface gets smeared with alum~n~um The Iron pick up in the 
lnlt~al stage 1s high due to the fact that Initla1 lnteractlon occurs between alumin~um and steel 
A qualitative model for delamination wear of A1 Si alloy has been proposed by Pramila 
Bai and Biswas (102) based on sub surface studies on worn samples of Al 8% SI alloy in the 
load range 2 to 54N According to their earlier model on silicon fragmentation (103) the 
sillcon in sub surface regions gets fragmented due to matrix flow and fragmentation is a 
function of strain that the matrut experiences It has been mentioned that there exists a sub 
surface depth (Fig 1 6) with in which fragmented silicon particles of d~fferent slzes exists in 
their model they have defined two character~st~c zones namely zone ot plastic flow and the 
zone of incipiently plastic tlow These are shown in Fig 1 6 The model 1s based on the 
assumption that the depth of characteristic zones does not differ during steady state wear As 
the material gets removed trom the surface of the plastic tlow zone material from the incipl 
ently plastic flow zone removed trom the surface enters into the plastic flow zone The depth 
ot the plastic flow zone remains constant at any instant of time Next to the surface slllcon 
,ets tragmented and becomes equiaxed When fragmented silicon size is too small to be 
turther tragmented then the energy supplied externally gets dissipated in nucleat~ng cracks 
at the silicon matrix ~ntertace Two modes of crack propagation have been suggested by 
them When tragmented s~l~con particles are equ~axed then the crack propagates by grazing 
the particle matrlx intertace On the other hand it  the long axls ot the long s~licon needle is 
oritnted pdrallel to the sllding d~re~tlon a d dlso if the cleavage pldile ot the part~cle is suit 
ably or~eilted tor crack propagation then crwk runs through part~le by traginent~ng it 1 he\. 
have stated that the crack nucleation process a l~mited to the zone of tracture and the thlcb 
ness ot the th~ckest debns produced is llinited to the depth of this Lone 
Antoniou and Borland (82) have proposed their wear model for the mild wear reglon 
based on their observations of the debr~s worn pin surfaces and counterfaces It has been 
claimed by them that this model fits well not only w~th their own observat~ons but also w ~ t h  
most of the earl ~er  investlgatlons It IS based on the fact that there ex~sts a dark layer on pln 
surfaces The microstructure of the layer has been reported by them to be much s~m~lar to 
Worn surface _I 
Fig 1 6 Schematic sketch whlch shows a model of delaml 
nation wear 
that of fine equ~axed partlcles and lamlnar particles of debr~s generated at low loads Pramila 
Bal and B~swas (90) have also reported the formation of such debr~s part~cles and they have 
observed only alum~nlum and s~llcon in thelr x ray d~ffractlon stu fles In add~tion to these 
the presence of other phases such as ar Fe and negl~g~ble amounts of a! AI,O, have been 
reported by Antonlou and Borland (82) cc AI,O, has been reported to be present in the debris 
only occasional 1 y 
According to Anton~ou and Borland s model ~nlt~al transfer of alum~n~um part~cles to the 
counterface occurs from the pln The format~on of these particles appears to be governed by 
fracture through sub surface reglons Particles transferred to the countertace get deformed 
heavily and the process of wh~ch ult~mately leads to the format~on of smooth strips on the 
counterface due to adhes~on These strlps break up at the edges due to h~gh degree ot work 
harden~ng and glve rise to equ~axed part~cles As these equiaxed part~cles detach from the 
counterface they remove tine part~cles o t the counter face because of their adhes~ve I nterac 
tion These equlaxed partlcles e~ther transter back to the pln or go d~rectly to the debr~s On 
the pln surtace the equraxed part~cles are swett into craters where they are deformed and 
compacted Increase in the load tac~l~tates the compaction process until a load IS reached 
which produces sufficient shear force to inltiate sub surt~ce tracture Durlng continuous 
sl~d~ng cracks nucleate in the compacted layer as well as in the or~glnal microstructure 
rhese crachs terminate at the surtace giving r1se tto latn~nate dtbr~s 
The delaminat~on wear model proposed by Pramlla Bal and B~swas tor bindry A1 \ I  diloys 
has been later revtsed by them ( 104) In an lnvestlgat~on carr~ed out on the et t e ~ t  ot magnes~ 
um add~tlon and heat treatment on m~ld wear ot A1 7% SI alloys They have arr~ved at the 
conclusion that delamination and abras~on are the mechan~sms contr~butlng to the removal of 
material in the mild wear region Debrls generated in the in~tial stages due to abras~on adhe 
sion and edge crack~ng of the strained edge materlal due to rubbing gets entrapped between 
the matlng surfaces and the craters on the pin surface gets filled up wlth the debrls Further 
sliding gives rise to debrts compaction The compacted layer which forms on the pin surface 
is destabilised wlth continuous sliding due to sub surface flow and nucleation of cracks in the 
sub surface regions Iron rich particulate debri is produced from the destabilised layer due to 
abrasion From the pin surfaces where there is no layer iron free large laminate debris gets 
released by delamination process due to nucleation and propagation of sub surface cracks 
Krishna Kant et a1 (91) have investigated the wear mechanisms in hypereutectic A1 17 % 
St alloy It has been mentioned that there also exists an initial compacted layer on the pln 
surface of this alloy similar to the one reported (104) In the case ot hypo eutectic A1 Si a1 
loys Delamination and abrasion are the matn mechanisms which have been claimed to have 
contributed for the removal of material in the mild wear region 
Torablan et a1 (75) have reported that the debris generated in the mild wear region contain 
mostly ovldes such as alumina silica and Iron ox~de Based on observations on worn out 
surtaces produced in mild wear region they have concluded that the oxide debris 1s produced 
by cracking and spalllng of ox~dised surface layers This agrees w~th the Eyre s (66) ox~da 
t~ve  model They have not observed the presence of any tron in the debr~s 
1 5 3 2 Severe Wear 
Wear rates in the severe wear region are many times higher than the mlld wear region 
~11d metal to metal contact exists ln this reglon (66) Shlvanath et a1 (66) have reported that 
when the yield strength of the surface layers exceeds then plastic deformation occurs with the 
transfer of material from the pln to the counterface Oxtde formation in this reglon is difficult 
because of the fact that the rate of material removal exceeds the rate at which oxide formation 
occurs It  has also been ment~oned by Shivanath et a1 (66) that they have not detected the 
presence of Iron on worn out surfaces of A1 SI alloy Worn out surfaces in the severe wear 
reglons can easily be recogn~sed by the~r oughned appearance due to plast~c deformation and 
large scale transfer of mater~al to the counterface 
The me~han~sms of materlal removal in the severe wear region of hypereutect~c A1 17 % 
Si alloy have been reported by Krishnakanth et a1 (91) Worn out surfaces have been report 
ed to be smooth w~th shallow abras~on grooves No craters have been observed on these 
surfaces A lip e formed all around the speclmen due to extenstve plast~c flow and the forma 
tlon of the debrts IS due to fractur~ng of the unsupported 11p In the sub surface reglons the 
existence of the pockets of material near the surface has been reported With in these pockets 
fragmentation of s111con has occurred such that no distinction can be made between prlmary 
s111con and eutectlc s11 con Fragmented s~l~con part~cles gets d~spersed in these pockets 
which show ev~dence of wh~rl~ng rather than direct~onality parallel to the d~rect~on t sliding 
It has been reported by them that very high strain grad~ents exist in the near surface regions 
Once h~gh strain grad~ents exist in the material i t  responds to an instab~lity phenomena 
Instab11 tttes of this sort are generally associated w ~ t h  ad~abat~c processes wh~ch in thelr turn 
become possible only under cond~tlons ot h~gh straln rates Based on the slze of the frag 
mented sillcon part~cles Kr~shna Kdnth et a1 have arr~ved at the conclusion that strain rates of 
the order 1000/s exist in the rnstab~lity pockets of near surface reglons I t  appears that the 
material removal in the severe wear reglon 1s controlled by the detormation processes taking 
place in the pockets ot the near surtace reglons 
Surtace and sub surface reglons ot the wear tested sampl~s ot LM 13 (A1 10% SI Cu 1 '6 
Mg) type commercial alloy w~th and without graph~te worn in severe wear regions have been 
studled by Pram~la Bai et a1 (94 105) to understand the mechanisms of mater~al removal in 
severe wear reglons Worn out surfaces have shown the presence of scoring marks area of 
plastic flow and areas of rough grooves Transverse cracks wh~ch are connected by branches 
In the parallel d~rect~on have also been observed Further debris examination has shown the 
presence of lam mates In the sub surface reglons of the base alloys s~licon fragmentat~on has 
occurred to the depth greater than that observed m the composite It has been reported that 
the removal of materlal would have occurred by delamination process 
Seizure is a phenomenon in whlch the sl~ding motlon of a machlne element stops either 
due to excesslve friction coeffic~ent or due to excessive normal load (106) No severe surface 
damage occurs d selzure IS due to excesslve frict~on coefficient This type ot selzure has been 
designated by Rablnowicz (106) as frlctlon seizure It IS a mlld form of seizure in that it can 
be overcome read~ly by adopting good lubr~cat~on practices Selzure whlch occurs due to 
excesslve normal load leads to extenslve surface damage and 1s know as galling selzure 
Enthoven et a1 (107) have reported that the selzure of this klnd occurs due to thermal feed 
back Under a partrcular comblnat~on of working condlt~ons of load speed and trlctlon a 
crit~cal temperature is reached In the vlcinity of the contact The lubr~cant film weakens at 
th~s temperature resulting in an Increase in contact frict~on Thls process becomes cata 
strophlc if there IS a rlse in the temperature due to Increase in the contact fr~ct~on Damages 
due to galling selzure are not self healing and so the damage parts have to be replaced (108) 
Flake l~ke wear part~cles are produced prior to gall~ng selzure and rts ouurrence 1s very otten 
signaled by v~brat~on a d nolse from the machinery (109 110) 
Three reglmes of wear have been Identified by Dyson (1 11) In the wear load ~liara~teris 
t~cs The first regime ot wear has been des~gnated as scuffing wh~ch acurs at a c r ~ t ~ ~ a l  lodd 
with a sharp rise in wear In this regime the damaged surfaces show m~croweldments At a 
h~gh load severe wear occurs where the worn surfaces reveal that the ~nltial scuffs have been 
healed to an extent The second wear regime IS then followed by seizure where the stoppage 
of relative rnotlon takes place Thu regime of wear 1s same as Rabinowlcz s galling 
selzure 
1 5 3 3 1 Temperature Cnterron of Scuffing 
Blok (1 12) has put forwarded the hypothesis on scuffing whlch statec that there ex~sts a 
characteristic scuffing temperature for each combination of lubricant and rubblng surfaces 
Thls characteristic scuffing temperature does not depend on load speed and bulk tempera 
ture As per the hypothesis the crltlcal scuffing temperature remains tairly constant and is 
valid only when straight mlneral 011s (I e 011s whlch do not contain only extreme pressure 
additives) are used as lubricants It has been reported by Blok that the relevant scufting 
temperature 1s the total contact temperature whlch IS the sum of the bulk temperature and the 
instantaneous tlash temperature Bulk temperature can elther be obta~ned experimentally or it 
can be calculated using theoret~cal relationships (1 13) The Ins tantaneous flash temperature is 
difficult to measure because it decays rapidly with tlme ~mmed~ately after the surface leaves 
the contact Another dltficulty assoc~ated w~th its measurement is that the instantaneous flash 
appears only tor short durat~on (1 11) Blok has derlved emplrlcal relationships for the estlma 
tlon of tlash temperatures Thls requires the use of frlctlon coefficient Dyson (1 1 1) has 
reported that the accurate value ot the trict~on coetfic~ent is d~fficult to measure in pract~cal 
machinery 
Kelley ( I  13) and Leach and Kelley (1  13 1 14) have obta~ned exper~mental contirmations 
to the Bloh s postulate Based on the 7nalyso ot large number of experllnents ~onducted by 
varlous lnvestlgators it has been reported by Kragelsky (1 3) that the value ot s ~ u t  hng temper 
dture n not  ons st ant but it  vanes in the range 120 250 C for stra~ght oils Feln (115) has 
also reported that the temperature varies in the range He has shown that the temperature can 
be correlated to the ratlo of load to sliding speed Dyson (1 1 1) after revlewlng the 1 lterature 
on scutfing has concluded that Blok s postulate is useful for desrgn analysrs and failure pre 
dlctlon provided that the conditions do not depart from those already known 
Bowden and Tabor (1 16) have proposed a selzure mechan~sm based on experimental 
observations T ~ I S  a based on the adheslon theory of metals When two metal surfaces are 
brought together under load then the area over which these surfaces make a contact is very 
small As a result of which the contact polnts yleld plastically and junctions form at these 
po~nts due to cold weldlng During sl~d~ng these junctions are sheared producing a wear 
particle If these junctions are stronger than the parent metals then heavy damage occurs 
which may not be llmrted to the interface at which intimate contact occurs Bowden and 
Tabor have reported that the growth and extension of the localised damage constitutes the 
removal of mater~al by selzure The seizure process becomes easy at h~gh sliding speeds 
because the flash temperatures produced at the contact polnts are h~gh during sliding 
Semenov (1 17) has reported that the phenomenon of selzure IS due to joinlng of metal sur 
faces whlch occurs after there n an Increase in the contact area due to mutual plastic detor 
matlon of metal surfaces Mechanlsm of se~zure as presented by h ~ m  IS based on the concept 
that the metal surfaces have to overcome an energy barrier before selzure Pressure tempera 
ture and the amount of deformatlon are the Important factors through whlch the surtaces 
overcome energy barriers Work hardened specimens require less deformation and more 
pressure for seizure Semenov believes that plast~c detormatlon IS dn essential step in the 
selzure phenomena through which clean metal surfaces are usually produced at the lnterta~e 
It also gives rlse to an Intimate contact between two metal surt~ces Joining ot t ~ o  mttal 
surtaces is easy i t  the two metals are ot s~mrlar hind and llavt similar ~rystal orlentatlons in  
polycrystall~ne metal surtaces it 1s always ditticult to llavt same crystal orlentatlon dt t h ~  
polnt of intimate contact whlch is known to be essential tor selzure to occur in other words 
crystal distortion is necessary for selzure to occur in polycrystalline metal surfaces which can 
be achieved through plastlc deformat~on 
Semenov mechanism on seizure contradicts the earlier selzure mechan~sms put forwarded 
by others in that the d~ffus~on a d crystallizat~on at the Interface do not occur prior to selzure 
Erdmann Jesn~tzer (1 18) has reported that d~ffus~on at the Interface IS requ~red prlor to sel 
zure Parks (1 19) on the other hand believes that the phenomenon of seizure is based on the 
recrystallization mechan~sm Semenov has mentioned that both these factors Influence the 
joining process only after selzure has occurred 
Based on the experiments carried out on copper and aluminium usrng pin on disc and rod 
in bush wear testing machines Mishrna and Sasada (109) have arrived at the conclusion that 
the process of seizure occurs due to the bridging action of debris particles at the sliding rnter 
face They have reported that the mechanisms proposed by Bowden and Tabor (1 16) and 
Semenov (1 17) have taken into account that the seizure process accompanres the productron 
of large flake like wear particles They have proposed their own seizure mechan~sm which 
contradicts the mechanism based on the breakdown of the oil films at the interface due to the 
production of high temperatures It has been stated by them that the generation of high 
temperatures at the rnterface changes the sl~ding mode from lubricated friction to dry triction 
Small particles shear off during the rnitial stages of sliding trom the parent materials 
These particles transfer to the opposite surface pile up and grow to brgger partrcles at the 
clearance between the two sliding surfaces This process IS called mutual transter and growth 
ot wear particles In the final stage ot the tormation process these particles are press sl~de 
tlatt~ntd (Ironed) These aggiomerated ~roned particles may emerge trom the sl~dlng sur 
taces as tlahe Illhe wear particles At the sltd~ng Interface the growth ot partrcles ot w e  in the 
range 10 to 100 pm has been reported Mish~na and Sasada (109) have reported thdt if the 
cltdrance at the rltd~ng ~ntertace 1s large enough to tree the transfer parttcles then no stlure 
occurs Otherwise the transter particles bridge the clearance which ultimately lead to selzure 
ot the sliding system 
Roach et a1 (120 12 1) have studied the scoring (se wre) resistance of number of metals by 
carrying out experiments in a slider bearing test machine uslng steel drscs They have used 
load carrylng ab~lity as the criterron to declde the scoring resistance In this type of tests the 
elements which have hlgh scoring resistance will be able to carry heavy loads without selz 
ing Based on the experimental results they have proposed a selzure mechanism whtch is 
based on the mutual sol iblllty crlterlon Strong adhesion occurs when a metal contact exlsu 
due to the diffusion of one element into another The adheslon tendency depends upon the 
solubility of one element in another and vice versa and the type of bondlng that exlsts bet 
ween atoms Depending on the extent of solubility the adhes~on tendency may vary from 
relatively weak to strong Strong adhesion also exlsts if atoms ate held together by metalllc 
bond whlch influences the properties of metals such as electrical conductivity thermal con 
ductivity ductility and malleability 
Results of Roach et a1 show that the elements whtch are ~mmrsclble In Iron and are char 
acterlsed by covalent type of bonding give rlse to best seizure resistance Thts is a brlttle type 
ot bonding and the junctions which form with the metal ot this type of bonding can be broken 
very easily 
When one metal sl~des over another the heat generated due to friction causes melting at 
the ~ntertace of whichever metal having the lowest melting polnt it has been reported that 
the selzure resistance of the sl~ding couple decreases because an alloy is formed at the Inter 
tace due to melting which IS stronger than either of the two rllding metals Selzure evperl 
ments carrled out by Beesley and Eyre (122) on A1 211 and A1 Cu .~lloy had shown better 
selzure resistance with A1 Cu alloys which have lower melting point than A1 Zn alloys This 
is in agreement w ~ t h  the Bowden s (1 16) theory on selzure mechanism 
Wear experiments have been carrled out by Beesley and Eyre (122) on A1 Zn and A1 Cu 
alloys to study the effects of zlnc and copper on seizure resistance of aluminium alloys They 
have used mild severe wear transition or ~ t s  equivalent sl~dlng dlstance as the criterion for 
selzure resistance in the analysis of their experimental results Thelr results have shown 
better seizure resistance wrth A1 Cu alloys as compared to A1 Zn alloys Based on the tenslle 
test results on these alloys at 500 C it has been concluded that the selzure reslstance of the 
alloy depends on the mechanical properties In the sub surface regions When yielding occurs 
In the sub surface reglons a wrll result In the break down of the surface films formed du ing 
runnlng in perlod Th~s  ult~mately leads to m~ld severe wear transition w~th a poss~blllty of 
selzure at a later stage durlng slldlng The poor selzure reslstance of A1 Zn alloys as corn 
pared to A1 Cu alloys has been attr~buted to the lower mechan~cal properties associated w~th 
A1 Zn alloys 
Seizure tests on A1 SI Ni and A1 SI Cu Mg NI alloys have been carr~ed out by Rohatg~ 
and Pal (123) to study the effects due to sol~d solution strengthening The experimental find 
lngs on these alloys have shown s~gnlficant Improvements due to so11d solut~on strengthening 
and l~m~ted improvement due to hard phase part~cles on seizure reslstance of A1 alloys 
1 6 Statement of the problem 
Industrial and practical evperlence unequivocally polnt to the bene t1c1a1 role ot s11 Icon in 
the tribology of aluminium alloys used as engine components What IS not at all clear IS the 
actual role i t  plays In the pertormance ot these components and why i t  plays such a role in 
the absence of such an understand~llg leadlng to mechan~sms and phyvcal models it IS lrnpos 
s~ble to assess the contradictory laboratory results and also to t~nally optlmlse the blllron ind 
other alloy add~t~ons and heat treqtment tor y ieldlng the best performdnce 
Th~s them attempts to address the questlon about the role of sil~con In a scenarlo ot 
sl~dlng lnteractlon of alurn~n~um sll~con alloys w~th a steel counterface The alloys are pre 
pared in the laboratory uslng foundry techniques The interaction is performed under dry 
cond~tions in uni  dlrect~onal and reclprocatlng sliding as well as a ball scr~blng experiment 
The role of silicon and other alloylng elements on the friction and wear of the alloy 1s ex 
plored in the mlld wear severe wear and selzure regions The experimental var~ables are 
bear~ng pressure (66 69 72 75 89 90) sl~ding speed (72 75 85 122) and in the case of ball 
scratch experiments the environmental temperature (122) Experimental and analyt~cal ob 
servatlons are used to build Interconnected first order models of frlctlon wear and seizure of 
these alloys 
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Chapter 2 
Alloy Preparat~on and Character~sat~on Methods 
2 1 Introduct~on to AUoy Preparat~on 
The temperatures involved in the rnelt~ng ot A1 Si alloys are low and vary in the range of 
660 850 C depend~ng on the slllcon content (124 125) Initla1 charge for the preparation of 
these alloys requires the use of master alloys or prealloyed Ingots it has been suggested (126) 
that the preparation of master alloys is done best in induction melting furnaces because the 
stirring action in the me1 ts assoc~ated with these types ot furnaces helps to mix thoroughly the 
soluble constituents in the alloy Another conslderat~on that has tavoured the use of such 
turnaces is that the elements whlch have higher meltlng polnts are edsy to d~ssolve in dlumln 
!urn (127 128) In the gas tlred coke tlred and 011 fired type ot turnaces normally the melt 
losses due to metal oxidation are h~gh and pick up ot hydrogen by the melt from turnace 
atmosphere IS also high (128) 
Alum~nium ox~d~ses aslly during melting and forms alum~nium ox~de (Al,O,) on the melt 
surface whlch prevents l~quld metal beneath it from further ox~dation This IS because of the 
fact that the AI,O, layer 1s naturally impervious (129) It a h~ghly adherent and does not get 
separated very easily from the melt surface Fluxes are sometimes plunged into melts to 
dissolve Al,O, and other non metallic inclusions which are in suspension with the melts 
(129) On the add1 ion of a suitable flux a dross or slag forms by dissolving ~nclusions in it 
which is lighter than molten aluminium The dross that forms can be skimmed off from the 
melt surface easily because being higher it floats to the melt surface Filtering of liqurd melts 
through refractory plates gr~ds filter beds and ceramic filters is sometimes used (130) in 
foundries to obtain clean melts Cruc~bles uch as cast iron s~licon carbide and graphite have 
been recommended for use for holding 1 quid melts while melting (1 3 1) 
The additions of certain alloyrng elements such as copper magnesium and nickel are 
made to the melts through master alloys The details in the preparation of master alloys and 
requirements to be met by these alloys are discussed In detail by Bishop (132) These master 
alloys usually have melting points either close to or lower than the melting point of the alloy 
to be prepared The most popularly used master alloys in the foundry floor are A1 33% Cu 
A1 SO% Cu A1 13 %Si A1 22%Si A1 10% Mg and A1 6 5 % Ni Magnesium can also be 
added in the elemental form because it has melting point lower than the pure aluminium 
Out of all the gasses which come in contact w ~ t h  molten alum~nium hydrogen is the only 
gas dissolvable to a considerable extent ( 133) The hydrogen solubil~ty decreases trom 0 69 
cm3 per 100 gms of metal at its melting point to 0 036 cm3 per 100 gms of metal as the liquid 
metal cools down to just below its melting point (129) The gas which is rejected durlng 
solidification from solut~on gets entrapped in the interdendritic regions Thrs ult~matel y glves 
rise to porosity in the solidified metal The presence of poroslty in castings affects the 
mechanical properties such as tens~le strength yield strength toughness ductility and corro 
sion resistance to a considerable extent (129 134) In order to maximise the properties of 
sol~d~fied castings it is usual practlce to degas melts before pouring into moulds The usual 
degasslng practice which 1s followed in foundries IS to bubble gasses like nitrogen and chlo 
rine through melts (135) Degass~ng occurs as per S~evert s law (135) It slates that the quant 
ity m of hydrogen dissolved is proportional to the square root of the partial pressure p of 
hydrogen In air which is in contact with molten metal 
m = @ (2 1) 
When other gasses whlch have low solublltty m llquid metal are bubbled through melts then 
hydrogen diffuses into these bubbles due to the difference in the partial pressure of hydrogen 
that is in contact w ~ t h  the melt and the bubble Hydrogen degassing occurs as these bubbles 
rise to the melt surface and escapes into the atmosphere 
Different degassing techniques have been used (136 139) to improve the efficiency of 
degassing These techniques differ trom one another in the product~on of bubble size and 
dlstr~but~on of bubbles with in the melt It has been claimed that etficiency of degasslng IS 
better with smaller size more uniformly and densely distributed bubbles in the melt 
Hexachloroethane (C,Cl$ degassing is a routinely used degassing technique in foundr~es 
( 135 140) These are chlor~ne based tablets which are held below the metal surface until 
complete reactlon occurs with molten alumin~um Degassing occurs in the usual way as the 
reactlon products (AICI, chlor~ne and CCl,) rlse to the melt surta~e Some ot the commonly 
used degassing agents thew relat~ve degasslng etficienc~es and merlts have been l ~sted in 
Table 2 1(135) 
2 2 Preparat~on of Test Alloys 
A1 SI alloys were prepared by using electrolytic grade alum~nlum and commerc~al grade 
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sll~con as charge materials A two stage melting practice was followed for thls purpose Pre 
alloyed ingots of requ~red composition were first prepared after meltlng the charge in an 
lnductlon melt~ng furnace and then castlng the melt In cast iron moulds ro compensate for 
metal losses due to ox~dat~on 5 % melt losses are added to the est~mated we~ght charge These 
prealloyed ingots were later melted in res stance heatlng furnace Once the charge attamed 
requ~red melt temperature the melt was subjected to n~trogen degassing by holding the bath at 
400 C Melt temperatures of different A1 SI alloys are glven In Table 2 2 
Flve kilograms of melts were degassed at a tlme by passlng h~gh purlty dry nltrogen 
through melts uslng lances A constant pressure of 2 ~ g / ~ r n ~  was maintained durlng degass 
ing Degassing was carried out for a minimum period of five mlnutes At the end ot the tive 
minutes per~od the degass~ng was stopped and the dross was skimmed off from the melt 
surface Degassed melts were poured into preheated and coated cast iron finger moulds Melt 
pouring temperatures for d~fferent Al Si alloys are given in Table 2 2 A tter degassing a me1 t 
sample was taken for reduced pressure test to assess the melt quality 
2 2 3 Types of Alloys 
Melts of blnary A1 Si alloys w~th slllcon contents 0% 7% 13% and 23% Sl were init~ally 
prepared These melts were poured in the torm of 20 mm d ~ a  tlnger castlngs Test samples 
machlned from the castlngs were used in carrylng out unl dlrectronal wear and selzure ex 
perlments in a Pln on DISC machine Rectangular slabs of 150 x 100 x 12mm thlck were cast 
in cast Iron moulds for the scr~bing tests from the melts prepared separately Alloys of 7% 
13% 17% and 23 % SI as well as copper magnesium contalnlng 17% SI were cast for th~s 
purpose A thlrd set of melts were prepared for the reclprocatrng wear and selzure experl 
Table 2 2 Melt temperatures of t e s t  alloys 
A l l  t ype  Maxlrnurn melt 
temperature 
C 
Pouring 
temperature 
C 
Pure aluminium 
7 91 
13 Si 
17 S i  
23 SI 
17 SI-2Cu-1Mg 
17 S1-5Cu-IMg 
17 SI-2Cu-1Mg-1Nl 
ments For this purpose blnary alloys with silicon content m the range 7 23% Si two levels 
of copper magnesium contain~ng 17 % SI alloys and copper magnesium nickel containing 17 96 
SI alloys were cast in the from of 20mm finger ingots 
Copper and nickel addit~ons were made to the liquid melts of 17 % Si alloys prlor to de 
gassing through master alloys A1 10 % Cu (630 ) and A1 6 5 % NI (640 C) master alloys 
were prepared in an induction melting furnace These master alloys were preheated to a 
temperature of 250 C before adding it to llquid melts After addlng the master alloys the 
melts were thoroughly stirred to ensure complete dissolut~on of these elements Care was 
taken while adding magnesium Melt samples were anal ysed spectrograph ical 1 y for different 
elements 
Alloy type percentage of alloylng elements added in the preparation ot these alloys the 
chemical composit ion of different alloys prepared for uni directional scribing and reclprocat 
ing wear tests are given in Tables 2 3 to 2 5 
2 3 Melt Standard~sat~on 
2 3 1 Reduced Pressure Test 
A melt sample taken from the degassed melt was solidified at a pressure of 90mm mer 
cury Melt quality was assessed based on visual and metallographic observations carried out 
on polished sections 
Table 2 3 Chem~cal Compos~tion of binary AI -S1  alloys 
Si l icon Iron 
A l l oy Type 
added ana 1 ysed 
Pure alumin~um - 
7% S 1  7 35 
13% Sr 13 65 
17% S1  17 85 
23% S 1  24 15 

C C C C  C 
2 3 2 Densrty Measurements 
Samples were machined for density measurements from 20mm dia finger cast1 igs We~ght 
of these samples were obtained both in air and in distilled water Error in density measure 
ments due to any suspended inclusions in water 1s avo~ded by using distilled water Samples 
were weighed in a mechanical balance (Sautern West Germany) It has an accuracy of 0 1 
mg Samples were t~ed with a nylon wire at ~ t s  centre The other end of the wire is hooked to 
the balance A breaker containing water was placed on the wooden platform whlch is allowed 
to rest just above the pan To ensure that there are no air bubbles present after the sample is 
dipped in water at the time of weight measurements the samples were first rinsed in metha 
no1 Density and % porosity were estlmated as follows 
Denslty [ = weight in airlLoss ot welght in water 
f th I t  
b/ Porosity = u 100 
f th 
where , = theoretical density Density and poros~ty ot test alloys are given in Table 2 6 
2 4 Alloy Characterisation 
2 4 1 Metallography 
Metallographic samples machined in a lathe from 20mm dia finger ingots were subjected 
to standard polishing techn~ques Polished samples were ultrasonically cleaned and etched in 
0 5 % Hydrofluorrc acid for 20 30 sec The microstructures of different alloys were given in 
Figs 2 1 to 2 4 Intermetallic compounds such as A1,Ni and AI,(NCu) were detected in the 

Fig 2 1 As cast microstructure of 7 7 S1 w h ~ c h  shows 
s~l lcon plates in the lnterdendr~tlc reglons of a alumlnlum 
Fig 2 2 As cast rn~crostructure of 13 % SI alloy which shows 
s ~ l ~ c o n  plates 
Fig 2 3 As cast microstructure of 17% S1 alloy whlch 
shows s~ircon plates and cuboldes of prlmary slllcon 
Flg 2 4 As cast m~crostructure of 23 % Si alloy which 
shows s~llcon plates and prlrnary srl~con 
as cast microstructure of the Cu and Mg contain~ng 17%Si alloy 
2 4 2 Tensde Tests 
Tens~le tests were carried out at room temperature on samples machined from 20mm dla 
finger castings using motor driven Hounsfield bench type tensometer At least three tests 
were conducted on each alloy at room temperature 
2 4 3 Compress~on Tests 
Compression tests were carried out on as cast A1 Si alloys and heat treated copper mag 
nesium containing A1 17% Si alloys at temperatures of 25 100 200 300 and 400 C and at 
straln rates of 0 1 1 0 10 and 100s ' Dartec Servo Hydraulic Testing Machine (United 
Klngdom) was used for th~s purpose Tests were conducted on cyl~ndr~cal samples of 6mm 
dia and 9mm height To fac~litate lubrication during compression 0 lmm depth grooves were 
mach~ned on the two parallel faces of the samples Corners of the cylinders were chamfered 
by 0 5mm to avoid the effect of fold over during initla1 deformation A central hole perpen 
dlcular and up to the cylinder axis of 0 5mm d~ameter was prov~ded to Insert a thermocouple 
to measure the temperature rlse dur~ng compresslon The load stroke curves obta~ned in 
compresslon were converted to true stress true plastic strain curves by subtracting the elast~c 
portlon of straln and using standard equations for true stress and true strain calculat~on A 
typ~cal stress strain graph in compression IS shown in Fig 2 5 Ultimate tensile strength and 
compression strength values of different alloys are given in lfible 2 6 
True plastic stram 
Fig 2 6 'Qplcal stress strain curve of A1 SI alloys under 
compression at room temperature 13% S1 10s 
Chapter 3 
Expermental Deta~ls and Methods 
A schematic sketch of the pln on d~sc machine (POD) used to carry out the unl directional 
sliding experiments at low speeds (0 1 to 1 Omfs) is given in Rg 3 1 The machine n cap 
able of ach~ev~ng a maxlmum disc speed of 120rpm A reduction gear box assembly havlng a 
reduct~on ratio of 10 1 IS used to reduce the speed of the D C motor from 1500rprn to 120 
rpm The speed ot the machine IS varied in the range 0 120rpm to operate the disc at any 
desired speed through a thyristor control The arm e tulcrumed through a bear~ng One end 
ot the arm IS press t~tted to a stainless steel sample holder The other end of the arm IS dt 
tached to a hanger through a pulley so that the sample can be loaded by keeping des~red 
we~ghts on the hanger The measurement of the change in the speclmen height due to wear 
durlng sliding is achleved by Linear Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT) The LVDT 
used 1s capable of measuring a maxlmum displacement of f 2mm with an accuracy of f 
2pm Wear disc is mounted on a dr~v~ng disc which is supported by a thrust bearing The 
thrust bearing takes the pin load by freeing the drive shaft which is free to move axially 
Fig 3 1 Schemat~c sketch of the low speed pin ond~sc 
machlne 
Pulley 
I-i pan 
Base plate 
e 1 
- 
D C Motor 
d 
I = Gear box 
Straln gauges mounted on the arm measure the fr~ctional force up to a maxlmum load of 
lOON wlth an accuracy of 0 1N Output s~gnals from LVIYI' and strain gauges are amplified 
to record cont~nuously during sl~dlng on a chart recorder Design detalls of thc equipment are 
discussed In reference 14 1 
The deta~ls of the h~gh speed pm on dlsc machlne used to carry out experlments at sl~ding 
speeds in the range 1 to 10mfs are shown m the schematic sketch glven In Fig 3 2 It has a 
thyr~stor controlled vanable speed D C motor (not shown in the sketch) wh~ch can rotate up 
to a maximum speed of 1500rpm The motor is connected to the drlving disc through a reduc 
tlon gear box assembly Speeds in the range 10 lOOrpm are ach~eved uslng a reduct~on gear 
box of 10 1 reduction ratlo Another gear box havlng a reduction ratlo 1 1 a used to obtaln 
speeds up to 1500rpm The drlvlng disc is fixed on to a base plate through a thrust bearing 
The thrust bearing takes the pln load such that the wobble in the dlsc does not exceed locl 
when rotated 
The speclmen can be poslt~oned on to the wear disc at a des~red locatlon uslng a sample 
holder attached to the loadlng arm The loadlng arm is fulcrurned at its one end An LVM' IS 
used to measure the displacement It has a d~splacement range of f 2mm with an accuracy of 
lpm LVDT a fixed on to the base plate such that the bracket attached to the free end of 
the arm rests on the LVIYT A load cell IS used to measure the frlctlonal force It has a 
maxlmum load capacity of 200N and measures the frlct~onal load at an accuracy of f 0 1N 
m the load range 0 200N Output from both the LVM' and the load cell are amplified and 
fed to a chart recorder for record~ng continuously the wear and fret~onal force respectively 
Wear tests were carr~ed out on pm slzes of 3 5 7 and 8 5mm d ~ a  in a pm on dlsc ma 
chine Some l~m~ted experlments were also carr~ed out on 2mm dia specimen Tests were 
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Fig 3 2 Schematic sketch of the high speed pm on disc 
macht ne 
canled out at 1 SMPa and at a sliding speed of 0 Sm/s The materials tested were pure 
aluminium and A1 17%S1 alloy Specimens were run in initially at 15N load The time of 
run In for d~f erent samples varied In the range 5 30 min The depth h of the material 
removed during sliding is mon~tored continuously using an LVDT on a chart recorder 
Fig 3 3 shows the variation of wear rate as a functron of specimen size In both the tested 
alloys the wear rate decreases steadily with the specimen diameter in the range 3 to 9mm 
Tr~bology of the test alloys were studied using 3mm dia samples for the reasons given 
below 
To Investigate the phenomenon of transition In wear characteristics the experiments 
needed to be conducted over wide ranges of normal pressure and speed Given the maximum 
load capacity of the machine high bearing pressure could not be obtained when large diameter 
( >, 5mm) specimens were used At the other end of the scale the small diameter specimens of 
diameter in the range 1 2mm tended to deform plastically m the bulk and quickly go out of 
shape when the contact pressure was large Gwen these l~mitat~ons in speclmen size it was 
decided to carry out experiments uslng specimens of 3mm d~ameter Thls slze also facilitate 
sample preparation in metallographlc studies 
To character~se the sub surface features the worn samples had to be nlckel plated prior to 
sectroning Nickel platlng preserves the edge durlng cutting in a slow speed diamond saw as 
well as during pol~shlng Study of wear mechanisms requires careful handling of samples at 
each and every stage of sample preparation Bigger dia samples consume cons~derable time in 
the preparation of samples prior to observations in SEM 
3 1 3 Test Procedure 
Wear and selzure experiments were conducted in air (humld~ty 40%) at room temperature 
46 
Fig 3 3 Wear rate of test alloys as a funct~on of specimen 
s lze 
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Fig 3 4 Wear rate of pure aluminium as a functlon of 
time sample d ~ a  3 mm 
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and at sliding speeds of 0 8 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 and 7 0 mls uslng pin on disc machines (low 
speed as well as high speed) Pins of 3mm dia at the rubbing end were used for this purpose 
These were mach~ned from 20mm d ~ a  finger cast~ngs Hardened and ground (CLA 0 2pm) 
En 24 steel disc was used as a counterface material in all experiments Hardening was carried 
out by austenetuing the discs in mdten salt baths at 850 C for 30 rnin and quenching them 
m oil baths These discs were finally tempered in oil baths at 200 C for 6 mlnutes to a 
hardness wh~ch vaned for different dlscs in the range 50 55 RC 
Wear and friction data were obtained at different loads from a slngle specmen The 
specimen was in~tially run in for 5 rnin at a load of 15N The time needed for the pm to 
achieve a steady state wear rate was found to be 1 rnin The run in speclmen was slid at a 
particular load for 1 min and the load was Increased at the end of that tlme (Flg 3 4) In each 
experiment the load was increased from 15N to 200N Tests were stopped at a load where the 
sample seized Otherwise samples were unloaded beyond 200N load Seizure was sa~d to 
have occurred at a load such that a further small Increase In load causes a dramat~c Increase 
in the noise and vibration The change in the height of the speclmen was recorded continuous 
ly during slidlng on a chart recorder uslng LVDT From this the spec~fic wear rate W (the 
volume of the material removed per unit sliding distance per unlt Kg load) was calculated at 
each load Experiment at each test alloy was repeated atleast five times Fr~ct~on force was 
also recorded during sl~ding on the chart recorder uslng LVDT From the fr~ction data 
recorded on the chart recorder the frictional force was obta~ned rn terms of m ~ l l i  volts The 
m1111 volts were converted Into K~llo gram force by uslng the calibrated value 
3 1 5 Load Cell Cahbratron 
The arm was loaded tangent~ally in the load range 10 109N in Increments of ION using a 
spring balance The mill1 volts corresponding to each load were noted down Calibration 
value was obtained by plottlng millivolts aga~nst load (Fig 3 5) The coeffic~ent ot fr~ction p 
was calculated at each test load as the ratio of the frictional force to the normal load 
3 1 6 Temperature Measurements 
Temperature measurements durlng sliding were carried out on 3mm dia samples 
(Fig 3 6) using chrome1 alumel thermocouples lmm d ~ a  holes were drilled axially up to a 
distance of 1 5mm away from the rubbing end 5mm d ~ a  holes were also drilled at the top 
end of the samples up to a depth of 2 5mm Thermocouples were Inserted Into the holes and 
ensured that the bead touches the bottom of the lmm dia axial holes all the time Positioning 
of thermocouples were firmly secured by filling the 5mm dla holes w~th cold settlng self 
ploymerls~ng type compound The compound was allowed to set at room temperature atter 
wettlng with cold setting plastic 
3 1 7 Scann~ng Electron Mcroscope Observat~ons 
Worn surfaces were observed in Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) (Cambr~dge In 
struments United Kingdom) The SEM IS ~nterfaced with an Energy D~spersive Analys~s 
using X rays (EDAX) detector Surfaces were ultrasonically cleaned prior to observat ions 
EDAX detector was used to estimate iron content on the surface and sub surfxe regions The 
distribution of iron in the sub surface regions is achleved by carrying out its mapping using 
EDAX To study the microstructural features in the sub surface reglons of the worn surfaces 
the samples were initially nickel plated sectioned parallel to the sliding direction and perpen 

D~rnens~ons in rnrn 
Gen Talerclnce ?O 1 
Fig 3 6 Test sample draw~ng wh~ch show location of 
thermocouple for temperature measurement 
dicular to worn surface using a slow speed diamond saw (Isomet) supplled by the Buehler 
U S A This equlpment operates at speeds in the range 30 300 rpm Specimens were sec 
tloned a lOOrpm using Buehler Isocut fluid 011 as a coolant These parallel sections were 
metallographically polished etched w~th 0 5 % HF and observed in SEM 
3 1 8 N~ckel Plating 
Surface of the worn sample was chernlcally prepared by dipping in a zincate solution bath 
for 35 sec The bath conslsts of 525 gll of NaOH lOOgll ZnO lgll of FeCl, 6H,O and 
log11 of potassium sodlum tartrate A mat fin~sh appears on the surface of sample at the end 
of 35 sec The sample was later dlpped in a bath which consists of 97 CC methanol 3 CC 
Conc nitrlc acid till mat finish d~sappears Prlor to dlpp~ng in this bath sample was thor 
oughly rinsed in distilled water and the sample was agaln dipped in zincate solut~on bath tor 
IS 20 sec F~nally the sample was placed In an electrolytic bath wh~ch conslsts of 125 grns 
of ntckel sulphate 22 gms of nlckel chlor~de and 15 gms of boric acid in 500 CC dist~lled 
water Nickel platlng was done at 2 5V and 150mA current for 2 hrs Nickel electrode was 
made as anode and the sample was made as cathode 
3 2 Ball Scnb~ng 
The ball scrlblng r ~ g  consists of a cast Iron frame slldlng table loadlng arm servo 
motor speclmen table furnace wh~ch can attarn a maxlmum temperature of 500 C and a 
control panel The rlg IS meant to carry out s~ngle polnt abraslve wear and adhesive wear 
studies 
In the design of the present experimental set up the specimen is kept stationary and hori 
mntal and indenter 1s made to move in a horizontal plane The arrangement was undertaken 
to fac11itat.e heating of the specimen to a specified temperature wlthin a furnace Details of the 
ng are given in the schemat~c sketch shown in Fig 3 7 The deslgn cons~derations and other 
details are discussed elsewhere (142) The cast iron frame has rnach~ned ways (not shown in 
the sketch) on which table slldes freely The machlned ways are lubricated to mlnlmise fric 
tion during sliding The movement of the table along the ways is controlled by a D C 
permanent magnet servomotor This motor IS selected to ach~eve the desired speed in smallest 
possible time which IS 120 milliseconds in the present case The time per~od selected in the 
motor ensures a constant sliding speed throughout the scrlbing operat~on Thls motor produc 
es the maximum torque at any rpm and the var~at~on ot the speed 1s with~n 3% The rotary 
motion of the motor 1s converted to the translatory motion of the table through a pulley and a 
lead screw 
The arm is a 30mm dia rod which IS mounted on the table by bearlngs These bearings 
ensure free rotation of the rod it has its fulcrum at the bear~ngs through which load can be 
applied on to the specimen The length of the arm on elther slde ot the bearing 1s kept at 
300mm Th~s length IS suttlclent to Insert the arm in the turnace and at the same time the 
sensors do not get affected by heat Loadlng IS done by a sprlng balance the top ot whlch IS 
permanently t~xed and its lower end 1s attached to the tall end ot the arm To the other end of 
the arm an Indenter holder is attached The arm can be suddenly litted by activating d sole 
noid provided on the table near the spring balance The speed at which the table moves and 
its direction of motion IS controlled by a control panel 
A load cell wh~ch is fixed to the bearing measures the frictional force The output of the 
load cell is fed to a chart recorder which records the frictional force cont~nuously A table IS 
screwed to the frame of the rrg at its fore end There 1s a provision provlded for the frame to 
be fured at any desired height which depends on the srze of the indenter This table has three 
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Fig 3 7 Schematic sketch of the ball scr~b~ng ng 
leveling screws supporting it Using these screws the surface of the table can be set hor~zon 
tal The specimen to be scratched can be mounted on the table and clamped firmly to it A 
photograph of the complete set up for room temperature tests IS shown in Fig 3 8 
3 2 2 Test Procedure 
Scribing experiments were carried out on pure aluminium A1 Si alloys of silicon content 
7% 13% 17% and 23% Si and A1 17% Si alloy containing copper and magnesium at a 
normal load of ION and at temperatures of 25 100 200 and 400 C All the scr~bing experi 
ments were carried out at a speed of 3 X 10 m/s All the alloys were tested m the as cast 
condition except the copper magnesium alloy whlch was age hardened These alloys were 
cast in the form of rectangular slabs of size 55 X 40 X lOmm The age harden~ng treatment 
consisted of solutlon treatment at 520 C for 12 hours in tubular furnace followed by water 
quenching and artificial ageing at 170 C for 2 hours in paratfin baths The cast surfaces ot 
test blocks were rough finished in a milling rnach~ne The rough finished blocks were pol 
ished metallographically to a surface roughness of 0 1 to 0 2pm CLA 
Test blocks were firmly fixed on the frame using clamps provlded for th~s purpose The 
tour leveling screws were adjusted such that the flats become hor~zontal Prior to commenc 
ing the test the indenter and the blocks were cleaned using acetone The ~ndenter was posi 
tioned on the block at the des~red location by moving the arm A ION normal load was ?p 
plled on to the indenter using sprlng balance and the motor 1s switched on to initiate scrlblng 
operation Frictional force was monitored continuously on a chart recorder uslng load cell 
When frictional force attamed steady state a high power solenold was activated to lrft the ball 
suddenly The solenoid operated at 32 watts and was capable of lifting a maxlmum we~ght of 
100 Kgs The process of lifting ball suddenly ensured the preservat~on of the plastic bow 
wave ahead of the ball Bow wave dimensions facilitated the calculation of average straln and 
Fig 3 8 Photograph of the ball scrib~ng set up used for 
room temperature tests 
strain rate (143) Each experiment was repeated three tlmes Indenter was rotated at the end 
of each scribing operation to make sure that fresh Indenter surface comes in contact with the 
test block every time This ensr red contact between the flat mater~al and the Indenter surface 
because at the end of the scriblng operation the ball was seen to be smeared w~th alum~nium 
The scribed surfaces were studled uslng SEM and profilometry These surfaces were 
sectioned polished and etched to observe sub surface features and to make microhardness 
measurements The latter was carried out on sectlons of the worn surface uslng a 5 gms load 
Test results on A1 Si alloys obtained in uni directional sl~ding prov~de a rationale for 
lndustrlal practice of using hypereutectic A1 S1 alloys for plstons in automobile englnes For 
the unl direct~onal sl~d~ng test results to have any pract~cal use these test results and conclu 
sions need to be rev~ewed in the context of reciprocating sliding results In vlew of these 
objectives a rec~procating wear testlng machlne was fabricated The following requirements 
are met in the des~gn ot the reciprocating wear testlng ng 
1 It should be possible to vary the reclprocatlng sliding speed in the range 200 1500 rpm 
2 There must be provision on the sample holder to take out thermocouple leads so that 
temperature measurements can be carrled out during continuous sl~ding 
3 The rigidity of the structure should be such that it must be poss~ble to measure tractlanai 
forces up to lOON 
4 Tb facilitate morphological studies as well as to ensure good contact with the disc the 
specimen should have as small a d~ameter as possible and at the same hme it should not be 
fragile enough to bend under the frictional force 
The schematic sketch of the equ~pment used to carry out the reciprocating wear test is 
shown m Flg 3 9 It conslsts of a 1 5HP 3000rpm D C motor and a crank arrangement 
whlch Imparts reciprocating motion to the En 24 steel test flat The motor has a stroke of 
60mm The reclprocatlng mot~on a Implemented in a hor~zontal plane gu~ded by 4 V shaped 
gu~de rollers The pln is stationary and attached to a pivoted arm The fr~ction load and pin 
d~splacements are measured uslng a load cell and an LVDT attached to the arm The load cell 
used has a maxlmum capaclty of 200N and it measures frictional force w~th an accuracy f 
0 1N LVm measures the maxlmum d~splacement of f 2mm It has an accuracy of f 
I P ~  
The s~gnal from the load cell IS filtered uslng a low pass filter and recorded in a chart 
recorder The output from the LVDT IS also recorded continuously The average reclprocat 
lng speed = 2 X strokeltlme per~od of motor 
3 3 2 Test Procedure 
Wear and seizure tests (rec~procat~ng) were carried out on as cast A1 SI alloys of 7 13 
17 and 23% SI alloys and A1 17Y SI alloys contalnlng copper magnesium and nickel alloy 
Ing elements at sliding speeds ot 0 6 1 2 and 1 8m/s Counterfaces in the form of flats were 
made ot En 24 steel These tlats were hardened and tempered to a hardness of 52RC and 
ground to a surtace roughness value ot 0 ?pm CLA Test pins were cyl~ndrical samples ot 
3mm dra at the rubb~ng end 
The test plns and flats were thoroughly degreased and cleaned prior to the experiment 
The ptn was run in for five mlnutes at 10N load The actual exper~ments were done by in 
creaslng the normal load continuously in steps of 20N up to a maxlmum load of 200N The 
speclmen was slid for 1 mln (the time needed for the pln to achleve a steady state wear rate 
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Fig 3 9 Schematic sketch of the rec~procating wear testlng 
rig 
was found to be one m~nute) at each load Frictlon and wear were recorded continuously on a 
chart recorder Wear was calculated as volume of the mater~al removed Friction coeffic~ent 
was est~mated as the ratio of the frict~onal force to the normdl load Tests at each sl~d~ng 
speed were repeated atleast three tlmes for each alloy 
Temperature rlse during rec~procat~ng as well as unlduectional sl~ding modes and at dlf 
ferent slldlng conditions was obtained in samples of different alloys uslng chrome1 alumel 
thermocouples Samples of diameter (9 5mm) bigger than the test samples (3mm) were used 
for this purpose because the slenderness of plns of 3mm d ~ a  proh~brted easy insertion of 
thermocouples Rad~al holes of 1 mm dia were drilled up to the distance of 1 5mrn from the 
rubbing end 
Worn surfaces were observed in Scanning Electron M~croscope (SEM) atter cleaning 
them ultrasonically Sub surface regions of the worn samples were studied using SEM atter 
polishing parallel sectlons and etch~ng with 0 5%HF Samples were nickel plated prlor to 
preparing parallel sectlons in a slow speed diamond saw 
Chapter 4 
Wear and Se~zure of Blnary Al-SI Alloys 
m Uni-d~rectlonal Slldlng 
4 1 Bnef Introduct~on to the Chapter 
Aluminium alloys gatned popularity as cylinder liner mater~als as compared to Iron based 
materials in Internal combustion englnes (21) owlng to high strength to wwght ratlo Sll~con 
IS added to alumin~um as a second phase to enhance wear and se~zure res~stance The wear of 
A1 SI alloys has been studled mainly under dry sl~dlng conditions against hard steel counter 
face These alloys reveal mild wear severe wear and selzure reglmes under pract~cal ranges 
of sllding distance sl iding veloc~ ty and contact pressure when slid against s tee1 counterface 
Okabayashi et a1 (144) have observed a protectwe layer on sl~d speclrnen surfaces of 
21 6% S i  alloys They have suggested that this layer IS formed due to the hneadtng of wear 
debr~s According to them th~s layer provides anti wear and anti seizure properties once 
forms on the surface Sh~vailath et a1 (66) have observed th~s layer on the surfaces of all the 
alloys i e hypoeutectlc eutectlc and hypereutectic when sl ~d agalnst steel counterface in the 
mild wear regime Razavizadeh and Eyre (97 98) have reported that this layer IS essentially 
ox~dat~ve Thls has been contested by Pramila Bai and B~swao (90) who have not observed 
any ox~de in the debr~s analysed by x ray diffraction Anton~ou and Borland (82) have report 
ed that this layer 1s an ultrafine mechan~cal mlxture of aluminium silicon and a Fe generated 
dmng the wear process This compos~tlon was later confirmed in a subsequent study by 
Pramila Bal and B~swas (104) 
When A1 SI alloy slldes agalnst a steel counterface the sll~con in the sub surface fragments 
due to plastic flow (82 99 102 123 145) Pram~la Bal and Blswas (102) have reported that if 
the alloy IS weak enough to allow plastic flow and if the fragmented silicon particles reach a 
certain cr~t~cal size then cracks nucleate at the particle matrix Interface These cracks propa 
gate through the protective layer thereby releasing some lammate debrls from the sub surface 
of the base alloy due to the destab~lisation of the layer In a subsequent study by the same 
authors (104) it has been reported that if the alloy IS strengthened by 0 9% Mg and the sil~con 
morphology IS made more equlaxed by heat treatment then plastic flow and silicon fragmenta 
tlon are arrested leadlng to enhanced layer stability and increased wear reslstance 
In A1 Si alloy it has been reported (66 144 146) that serzure occurs due to the removal of 
protectwe compacted layer Beesley and Eyre (122) have mentioned that selzure occurs due 
to the ln~t~ation of plastic y ~eldlng I n  the sub surface reglons Invest~gat~ons on the seizure 
reslstance of these alloys have shown that the (145) low strength binary unmod~fied hypereu 
tectic alloys possess h~gher seizure resistance as compared to high strength eutectic alloys 
This IS clearly contrary to the performance expected from the mechan~sm proposed by Bees 
ley and Eyre (122) 
There IS also a prevalent notlon that as the soft matrlx is worn away the slllcon part~cles 
standing proud of the surface act as ant1 wear and ant1 selzure agents (21) This a contrad~ct 
ed by experimental work (66 146) which shows that the etching of A1 SI alloys by NaOH has 
l~ttle ffect on selzure resistance of these alloys From the above d~scussion it IS reasonable to 
state that the presence of s~licon as an ant1 adheslon agent may play a role in lmprovlng the 
selzure resrstance of these alloys but on its own may not account for the s~gnificant Improve 
ment In the senure resistance observed In practlce after the additlon of s~llcon to the 
alumlnlum matr~x 
The objective of the present ~nvestrgatlon is to study the effect of slllcon content on each 
of the regimes of wear withln a frame work whlch link the different wear regimes mechanls 
tlcally To restrict the effects due to number of var~ables uch as prlmary slllcon refinement 
eutectic rnodlficatlon and gram refinement by titanlum the tests were carrled out In the as cast 
condltlon 
4 2 Results 
4 2 1 Wear Tests 
Wear and frrctlon test results of pure alumln~um 13%S1 and 23%S1 alloys at 0 8m/s 
sliding speed are shown in Fig 4 1 Wear of 13%S1 alloy falls clearly Into three regions 
(Fig 4 la) At the lowest load level the spec~fic wear rate W increases slowly w~th load At 
an intermediate load W increases almost non l~nearly and at a rapid rate This IS followed by 
almost linear Increase in W with load These three reglons of wear are des~gnated as mild 
wear severe wear and selzure In the thrrd wear reglon the rap~d increase in W is accompa 
nled by large scale material transfer from the pin to the counter tace vibrat~ons from the pin 
on dlsc assembly and sudden Increase in trict~on (Flg 4 1 b) The third wear reglon 1s defined 
in the literature (1 1 1) as scuffing stage of galllng selzure For simp1 ic~ty it IS designated as 
seizure in the present study It IS seen (F~gs 4 la and 4 lb) In general that the specific wear 
rates of 23% SI alloy are hlgher and the frrctlon is lower than those of the 13% SI alloy 
M~ld severe wear transltlon 1s absent in pure alum~nium and it selzes at the lowest load In 
23%Sl alloy severe wear selzure transition IS absent and selzure is not notlced even in repeat 
ed tests after loadlng to up to 220N 
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Flg 4 1 a) Specific wear rate of test alloys demarcating 
three modes of wear mild severe and seuure b) Coeffi 
cient of fr~ctton of three test alloys as a functton of normal 
load 
The general wear characteristics of 7%Si alloy is very much slm~lar to that of 13%S1 
alloy and the average seizure load IS between that of pure aluminium and 13 % SI ailoy Some 
times severe wear selzure transitions are not notlced In 17 % Si alloy Out of 10 samples 
tested five samples se~zed and the other five remalned in severe wear Seizure loads of alloys 
as a funct~on of sllicon content are shown in Fig 4 2 Also shown in Fig 4 2 are specific 
wear rates of test alloys in the m~ld wear reglons (Fig 4 2b) and coefficient of fictlon In mild 
a d  severe wear reglons (fig 4 2c) as functions of sil~con content For 17% Si alloy both 
levels of filction one that corresponds to samples whlch seized (dashed llne Flg 4 2c) and 
the other that corresponds to samples whlch d ~ d  not seize are shown 
The above observations suggest that these alloy can be grouped Into three d~fferent class 
es Morphological observations on the mechanisms of material removal also confirmed this 
classification 
Class I Pure alumin~urn 
Class I1 7% 13%and17%Sialloys 
Class 111 17 % and 23 % SI alloys 
17 % SI alloy is included in both the classes because its performance a amb~guous 
4 2 2 Scanrung Electron Microscope Observations 
The surface morphology of the specimens worn in mild wear reglon does not d~ffer signlf 
icantly with silicon content Tpical surfaces of 13% Si and pure alumlnlum are shown in 
Flg 4 3 Abrasion grooves and craters are the features which are evident from these surfac 
Fig 4 2 a) Load at senure of Al S1 alloys as a functton of 
sdlwn content b) Spec~fic wear rate of A1 Sl blnary alloys 
as a funct~on of s~licon content In the mlld wear reglon 
(load SON) 
Flg 4 2 c) Coefficient of friction of A1 SI alloys as a 
functlon of slllcon content The dashed line corresponds to 
the 17% Si alloy whlch did not sene 
Fig 4 3 Scannlng electron micrographs of surfaces worn 
m the mlld wear region a) 13% Si alloy b) pure alumini 
urn Arrows lndlcate the sliding d~rectlon 
es Sub surfaces of 13% Si pure aluminium and 23% are shown in Fig 4 4 Next to the 
surface m 13% SI alloy (Fig 4 4a) a layer consisting of smooth slabs and granular material is 
seen Presence of this type of layer is seen in all the class I1 type of alloys No layer is ob 
served in pure aluminium and 23% Si alloy This type of layer is known as compacted layer 
and its presence in A1 S1 alloys is also reported in earlier studies (82 90 102 104 144) Sill 
con fragmentation and its gradual orientation parallel to the sliding plane IS also seen next to 
the layer and proceeding towards the bulk Pure aluminium shows (Fig 4 4b) extensive plas 
tic deformation in the sub surface reglons and evidence of wear lip formation In 23WSi 
alloy extensive silicon fragmentation and the presence of cracks running parallel to the slid 
ing direction are evident (Fig 4 4c) 
EDAX analysis of mild wear surfaces for iron (Fig 4 5) shows substantial iron on the 
surfaces of all the three classes of alloys In the severe wear and seizure reglons a small 
amount of iron is seen on class I and class I1 type of surfaces The presence of substantla1 
iron is evident on the surfaces of 23% Si worn in severe wear region 13% Si is the only 
alloy which shows significant iron in the sub surface reglon X ray iron dot mapplng in the 
sub surface regions ot 13% Si alloy (F~gs 4 6a and 4 6b) shows the presence of iron in the 
compacted layer 
Debris generated in the mild wear reglon of alloys belonging to all the three classes show 
large laminates and agglomerates of fine particles Typical debris of 13% Si alloy worn in the 
mild wear region is shown in Fig 4 7 Features such as top slde of the debr~s (marked T) and 
underside of the debr~s (marked U) are clearly evldent from the figure EDAX analys~s hows 
the presence of iron on the top side of the debris (smooth) but not in the underside 
4 2 2 2 Severe Wear and Se~zure 
Surface morphology of the specimen worn in the severe wear region shows mostly 
Flg 4 4 Scanning electron micrographs of sub surfhas of 
test alloys worn m the mild wear region a) 13% Sr alloy 
b) pure durn~nium c) 23 % SI alloy Arrow indicates slid 
ing direction S lndlcates the worn surface 
Surface 0 MIM wear Sub-surface I 
Fig 4 5 Iron content of worn specimens as a function of 
sll~con content obCatned uslng EDAX 
Fig 4 6 a) Scanning electron micrograph of 13 % SI 
sub surface worn in the mlld wear reglotl This mlcro 
graph was taken by t11t1ng specimen by 45 to the electron 
beam to facilitate X ray dot mapping b) X ray dot map 
ping for Fe corresponding to Flg 4 6a show~ng the 
t xlstence of iron rich protective surface layer 
Fig 4 7 Laminate type debr~s correspond~ng to the mild 
wear reglon of the 1 3 96 SI alloy 
smooth surfaces Worn surface of 13% Si alloy typical of all the classes in severe wear 
region IS shown in Fig 4 8a From this it is evident that there are a few shallow grooves 
whlch are present in addition to the smooth surface appearance Fig 4 8b shows the surface 
features of a seized 13 %Sl alloy which is typical m class I and class 11 type of samples It 
shows an heavy patch (region marked B in Fig 4 8b) on the otherwise smooth surface Sub 
surface of a 13% SI alloy (Fig 4 9a) worn m severe wear reglon shows extenswe sllicon 
fragmentation and presence of cracks in the heavily deformed band It is representative of 
class I and class 11 type of samples Careful observations suggest that the band is not an iron 
rlch compacted layer This 1s confumed by EDAX analys~s whlch shows very small amount 
of iron on the surface and subsurfaces of class I and class I1 samples worn in severe wear and 
selzure regions Sllicon particles within the band are seen to be much smaller (due to high 
shear stralns and plastic flow) as compared to those observed in the mild wear (Fig 4 4a) 
Sub surface of a seized 13 % Si alloy (Fig4 9b) shows sllicon fragmentation S~licon part1 
cles are seen to be four to five times larger than those corresponding to a severely worn 
sample (1 e catastrophic) 
Sub surface of a severely worn 23% Si alloy is shown in Fig 4 10 i t  shows stratified 
bands (Flg 4 1Oa) Careful observations ot these bands suggest that these bands occas~onally 
take the form ot whlrls or eddies Higher magn~tication view of these bands (Fig 4 lob) 
suggest that these bands contaln fragmented silicon particles of size less than 1pm and that 
the bands are separated from one another by long cracks 
4 3 1 Wear of 13% SI AUoy 
Based on the above observations the wear mechanics for a class I1 material (7 17 %Si) in 
6 0  
Flg 4 8 a) Scann~ng electron mrcrograph of a severely 
worn 13 % Si alloy b) Scanmng electron micrograph of a 
senexi 13 % Si alloy show~ng extensively sheared sdace 
and a step left by the removal of a se~zed slab of the 
rnatenal 
Fig 4 9 Scannlng electron micrograph of sub surface of 
13 96 SI alloy specimens a) worn In the severe wear regron 
showing a deformed band conta~n~ng hlghly fragmented 
sllicon pmtlcles (slze = lpm) and cracks propagating m 
this region b) Se@ spectmen showing a narrow band 
conta~n~ng equlaxed sll~con part~cles of size 3 to 5 pm 
Anow lndlcates s l~d~ng duect~on S lndlcates the worn 
suIcf8ce 
Flg 4 10 Scannrng electron micrograph of a 23 96 S1 alloy 
speclmen worn in the severe wear region a) Low mag 
nlficatlon vlew showlng strat~ficat~on and wh~rls wlthln 35 
p m  sub surface b) H~gher magn~ficat~on vlew of 
Fig 4 40a Showlng stra~ficat~on as long cracks propagat 
ing parallel to the slldlng dlrect~on Arrow indicates slld 
ing dlrectlon S Indicates the worn surface 
the three ~dent~fied regimes of wear are shown schemat~cally in Fig 4 11 In the mild wear 
regime (Fig 4 1 la) small wear particles are generated due to abrasion (90) and by crack~ng of 
protective layer The large wear part~cles are generated by the nucleation of cracks in the 
base alloy and propagating through the protective layer These cracks nucleate at the part~cle 
matrlx interface (65 147) Clarke and Sarkar (99) find~ngs agree with the present observa 
tlons on the generation of large wear particles Part of the debr~s generated comes to the 
Interface and gets compacted as protectlve layer The observed wear rates in the rnlld wear 
reglon are therefore low Thn n because the rate of materlal removal IS low at low loads than 
the rate at wh~ch stable layer forms thereby creating provision for the stable compacted layer 
As the load IS increased the rate of mater~al removal Increases and exceeds that of stable layer 
formation and no stable layer IS formed Pram~la Bar and Blswas have reported (104) that 
as the load increases the subsurface starts to flow and renders the protectlve layer unstable 
The schemattc d~agram (Fig 4 1 lb) of the severe wear process shows that the cracks wh~ch 
remove material propagate w~thln a subsurface band of 20pm where the slllcon partlcles have 
been severely fragmented to a slze of about 1 1 5pm The small slze of the sillcon partlcles 
observed in the immediate subsurface suggests high shear strains and plastic flow in the 
subsurface This accounts tor the absence (Flg 4 8a) of craters on the wear surface In the 
severe were regime all the material worn IS removed and leaves the system glvlng a h ~ g h  
rate of wear 
The presence of large number of craters on the mild wear surfaces (Fig 4 3) causes the 
real area of contact to be a fract~on of apparent area When the normal load is Increased the 
plastic flow on the surface and subsurfaces Increase due to hlghtened normal pressure and the 
increase in the specimen temperature Flg(4 12) The increase in the specimen temperature IS 
due to Increase In tangential tractlon Th~s causes an Increase In the real area of contact as it 
IS seen in the severe wear surfaces (Fig 4 8a) 
In the sub surfaces of the se~zed samples (Fig 4 9b) as well as in the material transferred 
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Fig 4 11 a) Schematic of the m~ld wear process b) 
Schemat~c of the severe wear process c) schematic of the 
selzure 
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Fig 4 12 Bulk temperature measured by a thermo couple 
placed 1 5mm away from the slidlng surface for 13 % S1 
alloy specimen as a finctlon of normal load 
to the dlsc of the selzed sample (Rg 4 13) the slllcon part~cles are 4 to 5 tlmes bigger than 
those observed in the severe wear reglon (Fig 4 9a) suggestrng that selzure is catastrophic In 
nature The temperature in the near surface reglons of the sewd sample may be sufficiently 
h~gh to lower the shear strength substantially Th~s may promote extensive shear in planes 
parallel to the sl~dlng direction and at a certain depth in the sub surface reglons macro dis 
placement and transfer of the mater~al to the counterface occurs In the absence of selzure the 
energy generated during sliding is dissipated homogeneously in the subsurface reglons Thls 
results in sillcon fragmentat~on and nucleation of cracks in the sub surface reg~ons 
4 3 2 Wear of 23% SI Alloy 
The absence of protectwe layer on the surfaces of 23% SI alloy worn in mild wear reglon 
may be attributed to the propensity of this mater~al to respond In an unstable manner The 
23% SI alloy in room temperature compression shows (Flg 4 14a) strain softening and 
anomalous stress strain behavlour The strain behaviour of this kind is attributed to local 
instability such as shear bands and cracks (148 149) Fig 4 15 shows shear bands in dlametral 
sectlon of a 23 % Si alloy compressed at room temperature The layered structure seen in the 
sub surtace of the 23 % SI alloy (Fig 4 lob) is a manifestation of same ~nstability The tact 
that the silicon particles are fragmented to a size less than lpm in these reglons suggest that 
the strain and straln rates are very h~gh The 13 % Si alloy shows (Fig 4 14b) d~fferent stress 
straln behawour from that of 23 % Si alloy in that straln hardening 1s ev~dent No mlcrostruc 
tural instabll~t~es are observed in the sub surface reglons of this alloy 
Slnce there is no protective layer on the surface of 23% S1 alloy a direct contact IS estab 
lished at all loads between the pin and the counterface S111con particles on the pln surface 
abrade the counterface Iron IS detected only on the surface and not in the sub surface regions 
(Fig 4 5) The wear rates m this alloy are marginally h~gher than 13 % SI alloy e the low 
Fig 4 13 Scann~ng electron m~crograph of material trans 
f e d  to the dlsc used for wearing of 13% Si alloy spec1 
men in the seizure reglon 
True p las t~c  strain 
True plastic strain 
Fig 4 14 Stress stram behaviour in room tern erature 
compression at different stram rates (0 1 to 100/ a) 23 96 
Si alloy b) 13% Si alloy 
s f  
Fig 4 15 D~ametral sectlon of a 23 7 SI alloy speclmen 
compressed at room temperature show~ng extenswe flow 
m a shear band (shown by arrow) 
load mild wear region and substantially higher In the hlgh load severe wear region 
(Fig 4 la) The high wear rates in the 23% Si alloy may be due to the existence of weak and 
unstable protect~ve layer in the sub surface reglons The thermally weakened substrate model 
of Beesley and Eyre (122) reported previously explains the mlld severe wear transltlon or 
severe wear behav~our but fall to discuss the semzure behav~our of A1 Si alloys 
The room temperature stress straln behav~our of 17% Si alloy tested In compression 1s 
very much slm11a.r to but more stable than that of 23% SI alloy The morphologies of surface 
and sub surfaces of the selzed 17% SI alloy are slmllar to that of 13% SI alloy In the case of 
unselzed 17% SI alloy the morpholog~es observed are closer to the 23 % Si alloy 
It IS noted earller that the severe wear reglon of class I11 alloys does not degenerate into 
selzure under the present test conditions As per the Blok (1 12) postulate there exists a char 
acterlstic temperature for each combination of lubr~cant and rubbing surfaces Selzure occurs 
once this temperature IS attained in real situation In a study on dry slldlng behav~our of 
squeeze cast alumlnlum sil~con carbide alloy at the same order of normal pressure and slid~ng 
speed as used In the present work Mod1 et a1 (95) have shown that the bulk and flash temper 
atures are of the same oder It has also been shown by them that the addltion of Sic to an A1 
4 5 Cu alloy lowered the flash temperature and enhanced the selzure resistance In the pres 
ent exper~mental conditions same method of temperature measurement 1s followed (thermo 
couples were placed at a dlstance of 1 5mm away from the interface) It 1s therefore reason 
able to suppose that the characterlst~c scuffing or selzure temperature 1s not attalned in the 
severe wear region of the class 111 alloys Thls may probably the reason why class 111 alloys 
do not seize m the present test cond~tions 
The bulk temperature of pins at seizure IS estimated uslng the approach due to Llm and 
Ashby (150) (see Appendix A for details) Addltion of s~liwn to pure aluminium Increases 
the selzure load (Fig 4 2a) and surface temperature (Rg Al)  s~gn~ficantly This may be at 
tributed to the reduction m adhesion welds due to silicon (145) If adhesion contr~butes to 
s e m e  the slrding process m 7% Si alloy continues to a load 2 5 times greater than that of 
alum~nlum and to a temperature higher than that of pure alum~n~um without selzure 
For the Class I1 alloys the load and the estimated temperature at selzure shows marginal 
change w~th silicon content Th~s suggests that there ex~sts a character~stic temperature for 
class I1 alloys (7 17% Si) whtch IS insensitive to sil~con content Table A1 In Appendix A 
shows that the heat dlffus~on coeffic~ent a as well as the thermal conduct~vlty of the pln (K,) 
decrease with increasing silicon content It  is also seen from the table that the add~t~on of 
silicon to pure alum~nium Increases the frictlon coefficient (p) at selzure sharply up to 7% Si 
and remains rhore or less constant for class I1 alloys and there after it decreases beyond class 
I1 alloys W~th reference to equatlon A1 In Append~x A any reduction m K, increases in the 
bulk temperature whereas any increase in a and p enhances it It IS poss~ble that these oppos 
mg trends balance each other for class I1 alloys whereas the temperature reduclng trend due 
to or and p dom~nates for class 111 alloys For 23 % Si alloy the est~rnated temperature in the 
severe wear shown in Fig A 1 corresponds to a load of 190N It is seen from Fig A 1 that this 
temperature IS lower than the characteristic selzure temperature of class I1 alloys It  IS appar 
ent from the above discussion that the character~st~c s uffing temperature in class 111 alloys 1s 
never attamed w~thin the present expermental cond~tions It 1s therefore postulated that the 
class 111 alloys do not selze under the present cond~t~ons because the surface temperature for 
this class of alloys never reaches the character~s t ~ c  selzure temperature 
From the above d~scuss~on it 1s clear that the coeffic~ent of fr~ction plays an Important role 
on the wear and selzure of A1 SI alloys The reason for the reduction in coefficient of frlct~on 
of alum~n~um on the add~tlon of 7% SI IS due to the role played by s111oon in reducing the 
formation of adhestve junctions at the ~nterface The reduction in the coefficient of frictlon of 
23 56 alloy from the level of 13 % SI to 23 A SI IS due to the propensity of the material to 
behave in an unstable manner In a study on titanium on the dynamic response of material to 
scratch~ng by wedges Kailas and Biswas (143) have obtained a similar correlation 
Wear and seizure tests at 0 8 m/s as well as the morphological observations of surface 
sub surfaces of worn specimens and debris on binary A1 Si alloys of silicon content in the 
range 0 23 % Si have led to the follow~ng conclusions 
1) A layer of compacted debrls is formed on the surfaces of alloy with silicon content up to 
17% Si which protects these alloys agalnst wear and renders the wear regime mild 
2) A transition from mild to severe wear occurs owing to the destabilisat~on of the protective 
layer caused by sub surface flow If the sub surface deformation of the alloy a unstable as in 
the case of 23 % d alloy no protective layer 1s formed and the wear rate is high 
3) A transition from severe wear to selzure is related to contact temperature The low ther 
ma1 conductivity and low coefficient of friction of 23 % Si (Table A1 appendlx A) alloy 
ensure a low level of contact temperature It is postulated that thls is why this alloy does not 
seize under the present test cond~tlons 
Chapter 5 
Mechanism of Serzure of Alummiurn-S~licon Alloys 
5 1 Bnef Introduct~on to the Chapter 
Alumlnlum Slllcon alloys are an important group of cast alloys used for piston appl~ca 
t~ons In Internal combust~on engines Add~t~on of sillcon as well as other alloying elements 
such as copper magnesium and n~ckel 1s done to Improve strength wear and se~zure reslst 
ance of aluminium Addition of sil lcon in excess of 1 1 5 % to alurn~n~um provide scuff reslst 
ant surface due to the presence of prlmary sll~con m the mlcrostructure H~gher sll~con cont 
ents are beneficial from the polnt of lowerlng the thermal expanslon coefficient and reduc~ng 
the thermal conductlv~ty of alumlnlum A review of prevlous work about the mechanism of 
wear of th~s group alloys was presented in Chapter 4 
It was shown a Chapter 4 that the wear of aluminium proceeds in three stages as a func 
tion of normal load when sillcon a added to alumlnlum In the mild wear stage an Iron rich 
compacted layer IS formed on the speclmen surface In the severe wear stage the protectwe 
layer is absent and the pin surface IS smooth There exlsts hundred per cent contact between 
the pin surface and the disc There is a load range where the severe wear perslsts If load e 
Increased beyond thls range there wlll be rnater~al transfer to the disc and selzure between the 
alurnln~um alloy pin and disc 
Selzure in general occurs when the real area of contact approaches apparent area of 
contact (150) Th~s appears to be a necessary cond~t~on but not a suffic~ent cond~tion because 
the steady state severe wear process can persist mnsp~te of hundred per cent contact (real area 
= apparent area) between the alumlnlum alloy ptn and the dlsc 
Blok (1 12) hypothes~zed that selzure occurs In a lubr~cated contact when the temperature 
at the sl~dlng Interface attalns a certain cr~t~cal value whlch IS character~stlc of the sl~dlng 
couple/lubr~cant comblnat~on Thls argument IS extended here for a pin on d~sc onfigurmon 
It IS postulated that there IS a tractlon at the sl~dlng Interface wh~ch changes with temperature 
When the tractlon IS equal to or exceeds a value whlch represents bulk shear res~stance the 
pln selzes The tractlon S may take the form 
where A B and n are posltlve constants character~st~c of the mattr~al couple The Interface 
temperature T = f(a, a, KI K2 L N) Where 1 and 2 refer to the members of the sliding 
couple a IS the thermal d~ffuslv~ty K IS the thermal conduct~v~ty L IS the normal load and N 
IS the sl~d~ng speed When S = S, where S, 1s the bulk shear strength of the mater~al at 
temperature T the selzure may be expected to occur As per equatlon 5 1 decreas~ng A B 
and n by su~table alloying would increase the selzure resistance of the mater~al and decreas~ng 
L and N would keep the slid~ng interaction away from the polnt of selzure 
The present work explores the above postulate by perform~ng s~ngle pass ball scr ~blng 
experrments on a group of A1 SI alloys under Isothermal condit~ons The surfxe tractlon is 
deconvoluted from the frlct~on data by ellmlnatlng the geometric component Thls tractlon IS 
then normallsed w~th respect to hardness to y~eld an adhes~on factor Th~s factor plotted as a 
function of temperature sll~con content and alloy addlt~on 1s rewewed agalnst a constant 
ratlo of the bulk shear strength to normal hardness derlved from plastrc~ty cond~t~ons The 
revlew prov~des a selzure potential of a material This potential is used to examme qualita 
t~vely the relatlve semre performance of these mater~als in the pln on dlsc configuration over 
c range of speed and load 
5 2 Results 
5 2 1 Scnbmg Tests 
The longitud~nal and transverse profiles of a typical scribed groove are shown in Flg 5 1 
The profiles ~nd~cate hat plastic ploughing is the predom~nant mode of deformat~on in the 
present scr~b~ng tests The scanning electron micrograph (Fig 5 2) of long~tudlnal cross sec 
tion of a groove corresponding to 13 % Si alloy shows fracture of eutectic sllicon particles due 
to the flow of the matrix Thls confirms the gross plastic nature of the deformation process in 
the present scr~b~ng test 
Fig 5 3 shows the groove widths of different alloys as a function of temperature Groove 
widths of 7% Si as well as the 137 SI decrease in the temperature range 25 100 C and 
Increase thereafter with further increase in temperature The groove wldths of other test 
alloys with %SI 17 and 23 on the other hand lncrease with the temperature throughout the 
temperature range studled Addition of s~licon to pure alum~nium lowers the groove w~dth 
The measured groove widths show no systematic trend with Increase in silicon content 
Copper and magnesium additions to 17 % Si alloy give a marglnal but consistent reduction in 
groove widths 
The coefficient of fr~ction (p 2 of test alloys are glven in Fig 5 4 as a function of tern 
perature p , of all the alloys increases in general with the lncrease in the temperature in the 
temperature range 25 400 C except in the case 7% SI and 13% SI alloys where p decrease 
In the temperature range 25 100 C and increases w~th the temperature beyond 100 C Add1 
Fsg 5 1 Long~tudinal and transverse profiles of scrlbed 
groove of a 7 % Si alloy 100 C 
Fig 5 2 Scanning electron micrograph of sub surface of 
13 % SI alloy 400 C sllding speed 3x10 m/s load 
ION 
Temperature OC 
Flg 5 3 Exper~mental groove w~dths of different A1 S1 
alloys as funct~on of temperature 
Temperature 'C 
Flg 5 4 Coefficient of friction of d~fferent A1 d alloys as 
a function of temperature 
t~on of silicon to pure alumlnlum decrease the p , at all temperatures Copper and magnesi 
urn add~t~ons to 17 % Si alloy lower the p 
The var~atlon In the fr~ct~on coeffic~ent of pure alumlnlum as well as pure slllcon in slngle 
pass ball scr~bing experiments is shown in Fig 5 5 as a funct~on of temperature The fr~ction 
coeffic~ent of both the mater~als increases w~th the Increase In temperature Pure sillcon show 
a low fr~ctlon coeffic~ent at all temperatures as compared to pure alum~nium 
5 2 1 1 Estamat~on of Groove W~dth 
The groove w~dth w can be est~mated by knowing the hardness P of the material 
Johnson (152) has reported that the hardness P bears a relationship with flow stress Y of 
the materral as 
The hardness of test alloys at a straln of 0 05 and a straln rate of 0 lls 1s shown in 
Fig 5 6 as a funct~on of temperature To have an Idea about the straln and straln rates for the 
estlmatlon of hardness based on the stress straln data the upper bound analys~s of Kallas and 
B~swas (143) for obtuse angle wedge scr~blng was used Ball scrlblng may be cons~dered as 
equivalent to the scr~blng by a large obtuse angle wedge The analysis requires the use of 
bow wave height Accordingly the average straln and strain rates in the present experrments 
fall roughly in the range of 0 01 to 0 1 and 0 051s to 0 151s respectively 
During scr~bing only the front half of the ball IS in contact with the material and hence the 
load bearing area A can be wrltten as 
A = nw2/8 
representing A in terms of LIP where L IS the normal load the groove width 
Temperature 'C 
Flg 5 5 Coefficient of filctlon of pure aluminium and pure 
silicon as a function of temperature scrlbing 3 x 10 
mls 10N 
Temperature, 
Fig 5 6 Hardness of d~ffetent test alloys as a funct~on of 
temperature 
w becomes 
w = (8WrP)" (5 2) 
Groove widths estimated from eqn 5 2 are compared for pure aluminiurr and 17% SI alloy 
~n Fig 5 7 with those of the exper~mentally observed groove widths as a funct~on of tempera 
ture In the case of both the test alloys it IS seen that the estimated groove w~dths are roughly 
equal to the exper~mentally observed ones at all the test temperatures 
5 2 1 2 Estunat~on of Shear Stress 
Shear tractlon S can be estimated from the experimentally observed fr~ct~onal force 
F , The F , conslsts of two components namely adhes~on (F *) and ploughlng (F,,) 
where Apl = Load bear~ng area due to ploughlng From the geometry 
where r = wI2 R = Ball rad~us 
The eqn 5 3 can be wrltten for S as 
Fig 5 8 shows the deconvoluted surface shear stress values of test alloys as a funct~on of 
temperature The shear stress 1s lnsensltive to slllcon content at all temperatures except at 
200 C The envelope values of shear stress however show a systematic trend with tempera 
ture It Increases up to 200 C and decreases thereafter w~th  further Increase In temperature 
Temperature 
Flg 5 7 A comparison of experimental and estimated 
groove widths as a functlon of temperature 
Temperature 'C 
Flg 5 8 Shear stress of different test alloys as a function 
of temperature slld~ng speed 3 x 1mS load ION 
These observations agree wlth the morpholog~cal observations of test alloys at different 
temperatures The morpholog~cal observations on scr~bed surfaces of alloys tested at room 
temperature and 400 C are shown in Fig 5 9 Irrespective of sil~con content all the alloys 
tested at room temperature (Rgs 5 9a 5 9c) show fracture and grooving At 400 C all the 
alloys (F~gs 5 9d 5 9f) show extensive flow and tearing Fig 5 10 show SEM observations on 
the ball track and bow wave regions The contour of the ball and its corresponding x ray 
alumlnlum mapping IS shown in Figs 5 10a and 5 lob Figs 5 10c and 5 10d show the pres 
ence of primary sillcon in the track reglon and the corresponding x ray aluminium mapplng 
Typical bow wave region of test alloys and the corresponding x ay iron mapping is shown in 
Figs 5 10e and 5 10f 
The deconvoluted surface shear stress (S) values of test alloys are normallsed with re 
spect to hardness (P) Fig 5 11 shows the S/P values of different alloys as a function ot 
temperature In the same Fig 5 11 the SIP value for bulk shear estimated from the Von 
mise s and Tresca s yield criterla (153) IS super~mposed on the experimental characteristics 
Von Mise s and Tresca s yield crlteria give S/P ratio for bulk shear to be 0 192 and 0 166 
respectively 
The SIP values of all the alloys except for 23 %Si at h~gh temperatures increase monotoni 
cally with temperature Pure alumin~um undergoes bulk shear close to room temperature 
Increasing sil Icon content enables the alloy to undergo bulk shear at increasing temperatures 
The 17% S1 alloy contalnlng copper and magnesium shows bulk shear only at the h~ghest est 
temperature 
It has been reported by Kallas and B~swas (143) that a stra~n rate response of microstruc 
tural tnstabtl~ty such as adiabattc shear banding may affect the wear process in a significant 
Fig 5 9 Scann~ng electcon micrographs of scribed surhces 
a) pure alumlmum 25 C b) 13 % Sx alloy 25 C c) 23 % 
Si alloy 25 C 
Fig 5 9 Scannlng electron micrographs of scrlbed surfac 
es d) pure alum~n~um 400 C e) 13% SI alloy 400 C f) 
23 % Sl alloy 400 C 
Flg 5 10 a) Scannlng electron m~crograph of the contour 
of the ball b) X ray dot mapping of alumlnlum corre 
spond~ng to Flg 5 10a whlch show aluminium smearing on 
the baII 
Flg 5 10 c) Scannlng electron micrograph of the track 
region of 23% Si alloy which show primary slllcon 
400 C d) X ray dot mapplng of aluminium corresponding 
to Fig 5 10c which show alumin~um smearing on prlmary 
silicon 
Flg 5 10 e) Scannlng electron micrograph of the 13 % Si 
alloy which show bow wave 400 C f) X ray dot mapplng 
of Iron corresponding to Flg 5 10e 
Temperature t 
Fig 5 11 Shear stresslhardness (SIP) ratio of dmfferent test 
alloys as a function of temperature as obtained using scrib 
mng test data slldlng speed 3 x 10 mls 
way In the present work such instab~lities have been observed in hypereutectic alloys 
(Chapter 4 P62) at high strain rates and high temperatures The present scnbing experiments 
did not under any test conditions exhibit m~crostructural ~nstabilities in the sub surface This 
provided a bas~s for the use of the present scrib~ng data to examine the selzure of test materi 
als In uni directional sliding 
The seizure loads and wear characteristics of the alloys tested in uni directional sliding 
using pin on disc machine are shown in Figs 5 12a to 5 12c At 0 8mls the selzure loads 
increase wrth sillcon content up to 7% Si (Fig 5 12a) Beyond 7% Si and in the range 7 23 % 
SI the seizure loads are lnsensltlve to s~l~con content The selzure loads for 23% SI alloy are 
not indicated in Fig 5 12a because at this speed the 23% Si alloy does not sene At a speed 
higher than 0 8 mls it IS seen that (Fig 5 12b) seizure occurs even in the case of 23 % Si The 
selzure loads of 13 % SI as well as 23 % SI decrease w~th Increasing speed at speeds hlgher 
than 0 8 mls It is evident that the 17% SI alloy containing copper and magneslum does not 
seize up to 3 0 mls even after continuing tests to a maximum load of 240 N Beyond 3 0 m/s 
the seizure loads of the same alloy show a decreas~ng trend with increasing speed The wear 
character~stics hown in Fig 5 12c for different alloys at 0 8mls suggest that the mild wear 
region pers~sts in the case of copper and magneslum contain~ng 17% Si alloy even up to 
200N load 
Fig 5 13 shows the surface morphology of a se~zed 13 % Si alloy at 0 8 mls and L79N 
load Smooth regions (region marked A) and shear flow regions (region marked B) are 
ev~dent from this figure The mlcro hardness variation as a function of sub surface depth in 
the sub surface regions of a diametral section of a severely worn pure aluminium 1s shown in 
Fig 5 14a The hardness is maxlmum at the surface It decreases with the increase in the sub 
surface depth The SIP ratlo increases from the sliding surfaces with the increase in the sub 
surface depth and becomes invariant with the sub surface depth at depths more than a finite 
depth say Yo (Fig 5 146) 
S l ~ d ~ n g  speed rn/sec 
Fig 5 12 a) Load at seizure of A1 SI alloys m unl duet- 
tional slld~ng as a function of sillcon content b) load at 
sewre of test alloys as a funcuon of sllding speed 
8 Ol 
- M~ld wear 
dase alloy (0 i' SI) A3 / St alloy 
Load N 
Rg 5 12 c) Speclfic wear rate of test alloys as a function 
of load sl~d~ng speed 0 8 mls 25 C 
Fig 5 13 Scanning electron micrograph of a seized 13% S1 
alloy (179 N 0 8 m/s) show~ng smooth surface features 
(reg~on A ) and tell tale features of extenswe shear flow 
(region B) 
Sub-surface depth mrn 
Fig 5 14 a) Mlcrohardness of the pln as a funct~on of the 
sub surface depth 
Sub -surf ace depth mm 
Flg 5 14 b) qhear stresshardness ratlo (S/P) of the pm as 
a functlon of sub surfkce depth 
Fig 5 15 shows the variation of friction coefficient of different alloys in uni directional 
slid~ng at 0 8 m/s The frict~on in the severe wear region is high in all the alloys except in the 
case of 17Si 5Cu 1Mg where severe wear was not observed in the load range 40 200N 
The surface shear stress of all the alloys in uni d~rect~onal sl~dlng experiments 1s eshmated 
at a load which is just less than the seizure load as 
where rp is radius of the pin The shear stress values are normalised with respect to the 
hardness values at different temperatures Fig 5 16 shows the S/P ratio of different alloys as 
a function of temperature The SIP ratio for bulk shear estimated from the Von M~se s and 
Tresca s yield criteria is also superimposed in the same Fig 5 16 The S/P ratio ot different 
alloys Increases with the temperature It 1s evident that the 23% SI alloy seizes at the highest 
test temperature 
In ball scr~bing experiments on pure aluminium and pure sll~con (Fig 5 5) ~t a seen that 
the coefficient of friction of silicon is substantially less than that of pure alumin~um at all 
temperatures A law of rule of mirture with volume fract~on ot sil~con gives a low coett~c~ent 
of friction for the alloy than that of pure aluminium With increasing silicon content it IS also 
expected a decrease in the coefficient of friction Although a fall in the coefficient of fr~ction 
is observed with the silicon content at all temperatures in the single pass scribing experiments 
carrted out on A1 Si alloys of different s~licon contents (Fig 5 4) the surface shear stress 
deconvoluted uslng eqn 5 4 does not show any systematic trend with silicon content at all 
temperatures except at 200 C (Fig 5 8) The absence of such a systematic trend is not unex 
Load N 
Fig 5 15 Coeffic~ent of frictlon of different alloys as a 
funct~on of load In uni directional slldlng 
200 300 
Temperature 
Fig 5 16 Shear stressthardness (SIP) ratio of different test 
alloys as a function of temperature in unl dllrecbonal slld 
1 4  
pected Figs 5 10a 5 10d suggest that the ball scriber and the primary silicon on the track 
are smeared with a layer of aluminium Aluminium srnearang is observed in all the alloys 
irrespective of silicon content and the test temperature of the flat Thus for all the alloys 
tested the ~nteraction was primarily between alumin~um and alumin~um with surface sil~con 
playing an insignificant role If the deconvoluted shear traction S was related directly to the 
hardness only it should decrease with temperature If on the other hand t was related to the 
adhesion component alone it should Increase with temperature (154 155) It IS evident from 
Fig 5 8 that either of these functional~ties determine S It can be seen that the inverse rela 
tion of hardness with temperature appears to be the dominant factor which controls shear 
traction in the temperature range of 100 200 400 C 
The effect of silicon on the rnater~al behaviour of alurn~nium IS seen when shear stress is 
normalised with respect to hardness (Fig 5 11) in that it is apparent that S/P varies w~th s~l l  
con The reason why SIP ratio varies wrth material and other experimental conditions is that 
S has a certain autonomy vls a vls the bulk strength Lubrication surface contaminat~on 
surface composition and morphology control adhesive component S The ploughing compon 
ent S, is proportional to the bulk strength In the severe wear the coefficient of trlct~on in 
creases with load (Fig 5 15) Thrs raises S and decreases P as T is increased A small in 
crease ln load br~ngs about a large lncrease in SIP as the system approaches seizure 
The real area of contact becomes equal to the apparent area of contact once the material 
goes from mild wear to severe wear and the surface morphology 1s characterised by the 
smooth appearance (region marked A in Fig 5 13) When seizure occurs either a slab of 
material (thickness = 100 150 pm Fig 5 13) occupying a part of the surface or the whole 
surface is dislodged Once removed the slab leaves behind on the pin a surface which has 
tell tale features of extenswe shear flow (region marked B in Fig 5 13) Thus in seizure the 
shear fracture does not take place at the surface which remalns intact but occurs deep In the 
sub surface in a plane which is parallel to the surface plane The shear stress on th~s plane ~n 
a dlrect~on parallel to the sliding direction is clearly equal to the shear strength of the mater~al 
at that depth 
A s~mple model of seizure may be constructed by considering the pm as a body con 
strained at one end being subjected to simple shear The average shear stress on all planes 
normal to the pln axis and acting in a dlrection parallel to the sltdlng dlrectlon may now be 
assumed to be the same and equal to the average shear traction S in the dlrection of sliding 
The mlcro hardness at the surface of the severely worn pure alumin~um is maximum 
(Flg 5 14a) and decreases with the sub surface depth The mater~al behaviour at the tlme of 
selzure 1s seen (Fig 5 14b) when the shear stress of the material is normalised with respect to 
micro hardness The S/P ratlo Increases with increasing depths from the sliding surface and 
becomes invariant wlth sub surface depth at depths more than a finite depth say Y The 
above discussion indicates that the plasticity condlt~on of S = S, = Yl2 = PI6 llkely to be 
satisfied only at a finite depth below the sub surface If bulk plast~c shear at Y = Y heralds 
selzure the th~ckness ot the dislodged slab IS golng to be Y 
The trend observed in the results obtained from the pln on disc machine are 
1 The coefficient of fr~ction Increases with load in the severe wear regime (Fig 5 15) 
2 The selzure load increases with silicon content and alloyrng addlt~on (Figs 5 12a and 
5 12b) 
3 The selzure load decreases w ~ t h  sliding speed (Fig 5 12b) 
It 1s d~fficult o make a dlrect one to one comparison between the results of the slngle pass 
scribing and the seizure of alurn~nium alloys as observed in the pin on disc experimentation 
The repeated passes experienced by a pin in a pin on disc experiment fragments the sillcon to 
mlcron order slzes and d~sperses them un~formly ln the sub surface zone (102) This of 
course makes the morphology of the surface and sub surface zone In a severely worn spec1 
men (pln on disc) significantly different from that used in a single pass scr~bing experiment 
Further there are uncertainties involved in the estimat~on and measurement of interface 
temperature Exper~mental dlfficultles also exlst in the measurement of an unlque value of 
fr~ct~on coeffic~ent at seizure It is therefore difficult to build a seizure scenario equivalent to 
the bulk shear scenario shown in Fig 5 11 A qualltatlve pattern of selzure in slldlng experi 
rnents is shown in Fig 5 16 by using eqn 5 5 It IS seen that the pre seizure characteristics 
resemble the bulk shear characteristics (Fig 5 11) of the slngle pass scr~blng experiment Pure 
aluminium (07 Si) seizes at the lowest temperature whlle 23 % SI alloy selzes at the h~ghest 
temperature 
It is interesting to note from the present results that the role of sillcon in sliding interac 
tion does not manifest in reducing the surface shear component The role of sllicon lies more 
in bringing about a strengthening of the sub surface to inhibit bulk shear It IS also to be 
noted that the maximum variation in the estimated surface shear stress (Fig 5 8) due to varia 
tion of temperature is quite small compared to the variation in hardness in the same tempera 
ture range (Fig 5 6) 
Hardness In its var~abillty with silicon content and temperature is thus the principal 
parameter which influences bulk shear in single pass scribing operations If thls inference IS 
extended to the sliding situation it may explain as to why the seizure load is reduced signlfi 
cantly with increasing speed (Rg 5 12b) Increasing the sliding speed increases the interface 
temperature whlch reduces the sub surface hardness consequently This has the effect of 
tncreaslng the SIP ratio and pushing the system towards a situation of selzure A slrn~lar 
reasoning may explain as to why the seizure resistance IS much enhanced (Figs 5 12a and 
5 12b) by alloying addltion of copper and magnesium Addition of copper and magnesium 
and subsequent age hardening is seen in Pig 5 6 to Increase the hardness significantly 
1) Bulk shear seems to be the mechanism for selzure of aluminium silicon alloys The frtc 
tional force and shear resistance are the two controlling factors whlch together determine the 
onset of serzure 
2) The fncttional force depends on hardness with harder alloys reducing frictional force The 
hardness depends on composition and has inverse functional relationship with temperature 
3) The resistance to shear wh~ch is dvectly proportlonal to hardness reduces w ~ t h  sub 
surface depth The sub surface shear stress is drectly proportional to the fr~ctional force For 
a given set of material and temperature there is a sub surface depth and where the shear 
stress equals the resistance to shear Bulk shear 1s Initiated at this depth and when this hap 
pens selzure sets m 
4) Higher sl~dlng speed increases surface temperature This reduces hardness and increases 
frictional force and shear stress Higher temperature also reduces the resistance to shear The 
overall effect IS one of lowering of seizure resistance 
5) When sillcon and alloying elements such as copper and magnesium (this Imparts age 
hardening on heat treatment) are added to the aluminium rnatrlx hardness of the metal in 
creases Inspite of the fact that the adhesional component of frlctlon does not change corre 
spondingly the over all fr~ctional force is reduced and the resistance to shear is ~ncreased 
The seizure resistance is enhanced as a result 
Chapter 6 
Wear and Se~zure of Alm1111um-S1licon Alloys 
m Rec~procation Slidmg 
6 1 Bnef Introduct~on to the Chapter 
In Chapter 4 the test results on unldirectlonal sllding wear of b~nary A1 Si alloys are 
presented where it is shown that in m~ld wear region a regeneratwe protective layer rich in 
iron exists on specimen surfaces Increasing the normal load destab~lises thls layer brlnglng m 
severe wear regime It 1s argued that when the temperature at the sliding interface reaches a 
critlcal value characteristic of material couple the pm selzes Gwen the operative condl 
tlons the thermal properties of the material dictate the seizure behaviour of the material 
Accord~ngly the hypoeutectlc alloy pins seized and the 23% Si hypereutectlc alloy pins did 
not selze under the pressure range 2 to 26 Mpa and sliding speed 0 8 m/s In Chapter 5 using 
single pass ball scribing exper~ments a was demonstrated that the shear strength (S) to hard 
ness (P) ratio of alloys increased wlth the temperature and when th~s ratio attamed a value 0 2 
the mater~al seized The results obtained in uni directional sliding on these alloys provided a 
rationale for indus tr la1 practice of us lng hypereu tectic alloys for heavll y loaded pis tons used 
in automobile englnes For the uni directional test results to be of any practical significance 
(or value) the results and conclusions need to be revlewed in the context of rec~procat~ng 
wear The objectwe of work reported m this Chapter 1s to test these alloys in rec~prxat~ng 
sliding mode under the pressure and sl~ding speeds as used in uni directional sliding mode 
(Chapter 4) and to understand the difference in the performance of these alloys In the two 
testing modes 
Unllke in uni drrectional motion In reciprocating motion the sliding speed changes 
throughout the cycle When the tangential traction in reciprocating motion reverses in a cycle 
a) the sub surface stresses change theu s~gn and b) the plastic flow in the sub surface changes 
direction Under these conditions an additional fatigue component of wear will play a role in 
the wear of material There may Indeed be other factors such as heat accumulat~on the stress 
reversal on the material stablllty and the trapping of wear debris at the mnterfae which distln 
guish the wear of material in recrprocating motion from that in uni directional sliding motion 
W d  (156) has shown that the wear of steel in reciprocating motlon is an order of magn~tude 
higher than that in uni directional sliding motion He attributes this difference to the abrasion 
by d~fferent amounts of debris collected at the interface 
6 2 Results 
6 2 1 Wear Tests 
Fig 6 1 shows the cornparrsion of wear in the two modes of sliding Three regimes of 
wear namely mild wear severe wear and seizure are ev~dent in all the alloys tested in both 
the sl~ding modes These regimes are separated based on the morphological obse~ations and 
Iron content on the pin surface (157) W a  In general is high in reciprocation as compared to 
unl direct~onal Seizure IS evident tn all the alloys except in the case of 23 % Si alloy tested m 
the uni dlrectlonal sliding mode The evidence of selzure is noticed in the 23% SI alloy when 
the mode of sliding IS changed from uni directional to reciprocation 
The specific wear rates In the mild wear region of the binary A1 Si alloys are compared In 
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~ i g  6 2 for the two sliding modes The specific wear rates of test alloys at all levels of silicon 
are higher in reciprocated sliding mode as compared to unl direct~onal At low slldlng speeds 
the spec~fic wear rates are mnsensitlve to sil~con content in tl e range 7 23 % SI in both the 
sliding modes The dependence of spec~fic wear rates on silicon content is evident in alloys 
tested at h~gh sl~d~ng speed (1 8mIs) In reciprocatlng sllding mode 
The specific wear rates In the mild wear reglon of 17% Si alloy contaln~ng copper mag 
neslum and nickel alloying elements are compared In Fig 6 3 with those of the binary A1 
17 % Si alloy at reciprocating sliding speeds In the range 0 6 1 8 m/s All the test alloys that 
contan addit~onal alloying elements such as Cu Mg and Ni show low specific wear rates at 
all levels of reclprocahng sliding speeds as compared to the 17 % Si alloy 
Fig 6 4 shows a comparision of friction in the mild wear region of binary A1 Si alloys in 
two sliding modes as a function of silicon content Friction is low in rec~procated slldlng 
mode as compared to unl directional at all levels of sllicon Addition of Cu Mg and Ni to 
17% Si show low fi~ct~on at all levels of rec~procating sliding speed (Fig 6 5) 
The seizure loads of binary A1 Si alloys are compared in Fig 6 6 in two sliding modes as 
a funct~on of sillcon content Seuure loads in reclprocated motlon are low as compared to 
unl directional at all the sllicon levels Considerable reduction in seizure loads 1s evident by 
changing the reciprocated sl~ding speeds from 0 6 m/s to 1 8 m/s The reduction in selzure 
loads IS significant in the case of hypereutectic A1 SI alloys Fig 6 7 shows the selzure loads 
of blnary A1 17% SI as well as the copper magnesium and nickel containing A1 17% Si 
alloys as a funct~on of reciprocating speed At all levels of reciprocatlng slidlng speeds the 
selzure loads of copper magnesium containing A1 17 4% SI alloy are s~gnificantly hlgher 
compared to the binary alloy 
Average reciprocat ~ n g  speed,m/s 
Fig 6 3 Spec~fic wear rate of A1 17% SI alloys as a func 
tlon sliding speed In the mild wear reglme of rectprocatlng 
slidlng 
Fig 6 4 Coefficient of fiict~on of binary alloys In the mild 
wear regime 
0 6 1 2  1 8  
Average rec~procat~ng speed,m/s 
Flg 6 5 Coefficient of frlction of Al 17% Si alloys tn the 
mlld wear regime of reclprocatlng sl~d~ng 
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Flg 6 6 The load (~elzure load) at whtch selzure occurred 
for b~ nary alloys 
0 6 1 2  1 8  2 0 
Average reciprocating speed, m/s 
Fig 6 7 The l d  (serwre load) at which seizure occurred 
for A1 17 % Sl alloys in reclprocatmg slid~ng 
6 2 2 Temperature Measurement 
The temperature rise m the sub surface regions of the test alloys during sliding is com 
pared in Flg 6 8 for the two modes of slldlng as a function of silicon content Reciprocated 
sliding produces high temperatures at all levels of silicon as compared to uni d~ectional slid 
lng Increasing the reciprocating speed from 0 6 m/s to 1 2 m/s increases the temperature rise 
in the sub surface regions 
6 2 3 Compression Tests 
Fig 6 9 show true stress true strain curves of binary A1 SI alloys as well as copper mag 
nesium containing A1 17% Si alloy under compresslon at temperature in the range 25 400 C 
and at 1s ' strain rate Stable response to uni axla1 compresslon 1s ev~dent in the case of A1 
13% SI alloy (Fig 6 9a) at temperatures up to 200 C At 300 C the same mater~al show 
stram softening In the case of A1 17% Si alloy (Fig 6 9b) strain softening 1s seen at all 
temperatures except at room temperature A1 23% Si show straln softenlng and unstable 
mater~al response at test temperatures up to 200 C (Fig 6 9c) At 300 C straln softening is 
evldent In the same materlal The response of the copper magnesium contalnlng 17% Si alloy 
to unlax~al compression is d~fferent o the binary alloys (Fig 6 9d) At 25 and 100 C mater~al 
fallure 1s seen at plastic strain less than 0 05 after w~thstandlng to 425 MPa flow stress levels 
At other temperatures flow softenlng IS ev~dent 
6 2 4 Scan~t~ng Electron Ikhcroscope Observat~ons 
The appearance of typical surfaces generated in the mlld wear reglon IS shown m Fig 6 10 
for the two modes of sliding Unl directionally slid surfaces show deep rough (granular) 
craters and closely spaced narrow and shallow grooves (Fig 6 10a) The rec~procated slid 
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Pig 6 10 a) SEM micrograph of the worn surface gener 
ated m unl dlrectlonal sl~ding A1 17% SI binary alloy 
mlld wear reglme 0 8 mls slid~ng speed The arrow 
lndlcates s l~d~ng dicectmn b) SEM mncrograph of a worn 
surface generated m rec1proc8tl:ng sliding A1 23% S1 
bmary alloy mild wear reglme 0 6 mls sl~d~ng speed A 
lndlcates shallow crater B indicates wlde groove 
surfka on the other hand show a few flat and smooth bottomed craters (Marked A in 
~ l g  6 lob) and wide and deep grooves (marked B in Fig 6 lob) 
The appearance of the surface changes little with the s~licon content although in the case 
of 17% 5Cu 1Mg alloy unidirectional sliding produces fewer rough craters and reciprocating 
slid~ng produces narrower grooves than what is found m the case binary alloys Increasing 
the sliding speed from 0 6 to 1 8 mls tends to increase the groove dimensions even further 
Flg 6 10c shows closely spaced transverse cracks on the rec~procated surface These 
cracks are found mainly on the surface of the wlde grooves 
Sub surfaces of 13 % Si alloy generated m the mild wear region are shown in Fig 6 11 for 
uni duectional as well as reciprocating sllding modes Both the test modes (Figs 6 1 la and 
6 l lb)  show a surface layer which IS an ultrafine (104) mixture of the pin as well as the disc 
material and a breakdown in the region next to the surface layers of the as cast silicon 
t 
morphology (eutectic and primary) into small (2 3 pm) particles aligned in the direction of 
plastic flow The surface layer in the unl directionally sl~d specimens is more homogeneous 
near the surface and granular underneath it (Fig 6 1 la) The surface layer on the otherhand 
in reciprocated slid specimens 1s very thin (1 2pm) and homogeneous (marked A) at the 
surface and is followed by granular mater~al The x ray iron dot mapping of the sub surfaces 
of both the test modes shows (Flgs 6 1 lc and 6 1 ld) the Iayer is much richer in Iron in uni 
directional slid specimens as compared to that in the reciprocating slid specimens In the 
severe wear region no iron rich surface layer is observed and silicon in the sub surface re 
gions is found to be fragmented to about lpm size 
The sub surfaces of the samples seized in both the test modes are shown in Fig 6 12 In 
uni directional sliding the 13%Si alloy slid at 0 8m/s show (Fig6 12a) silicon fragmentation 
The fragmented silicon partrcles vary in the range 3 5pm slze Cracks and layers are not 
detected In reclprocatlng sliding on the other hand the same 13Y Si alloy slid at 0 6mls 
Fig 6 10 c) SEM micrograph of a worn surface generated 
m reciprocating slidlng showing closely packed transverse 
cracks A1 23 % S1 b~nary alloy mild wear reglme 0 6 
m/s sliding speed 
Flg 6 11 a) SEM micrograph of the sub surface of a worn 
track generated m unrduectional sliding A1 13 % SI 
b~nary alloy mlld wear reglme and 0 8 m/s slld~ng speed 
Arrow ~ndicates slldlng direction and S lnd~cates the 
surface b) SEM micrograph of the sub surface of a worn 
track generated in reciprocating slld~ng A1 13 % SI b~nary 
alloy mild wear reg~me and 0 6 m/s sliding speed A 
mndlcates the homogeneous surface layer 
Fig 6 11 c) X ray dot mapplng for lron tn the sub surface 
of a worn track generated ~n unid~ectional slldlng using 
EDAX A1 13% SI bl 
"r alloy mdd wear reglme and 0 8% m/s slid~ng speed d X ray dot mapplng for iron m 
the surface of a worn track generated in rcclprocatlng 
sliding usmg EDAX Al 13 % SI binary alloy mild wear 
regime and 0 8 mls s l~d~ng speed 
Flg 6 12 a) SEM mumgraph of the sub surface of a 
selzed saniple generated In unidirect~onal slld~ng A1 13 % 
brnary alloy 0 8 mls allding speed Note the absence of a 
surface layer b) SEM mmcrograph of the sub su&e of a 
s e a  sample generated in reciprocatmg sliding A1 13% 
Si blnary alloy 0 6 mls sliding speed Note the absence of 
surface layer and presence of sub surfaoe cracks 
show (Fig 6 12b) extensive silicon fragmentat~on to about lpm Cracks in the sub surface 
regions are also apparent The presence of layer (1 e Iron r~ch compacted debrls) IS not 
detected The 23% S1 alloy in reclprocatlng slidlng show (Fig 6 12c) sub surface crack~ng 
and extensive s~licon fragmentation The sub surface appears to be strat~fied with layers If 
the crack ~n a layer propagates at an angle 8 to the surface the cracks in the adjacent layer 
propagates at an angle 8 to the surface This tendency is accentuated and cracklng becomes 
more extensive when the average reciprocating speed 1s ra~sed to 1 2 m/s (Fig 6 12d) 
The surface appearance of flat m reciprocating sl~dlng e shown in Fig 6 13 for 7% SI 
alloy sl~d in mlld wear reglon The presence of aluminium deposlts (shown by arrow) in the 
form of plastically deformed and flattened rldges is ev~dent 
6 3 1 Mild Wear 
The surface in reciprocating sl~ding attains h~gher temperatures (Fig 6 8) as  compared to 
those of unl directional slidlng Thls IS expected because of the fact that the point on the 
counterface in reclprocatlng slidlng 1s in contact with the pin surface for a greater length ot 
time for a glven running time The higher surface temperatures give rlse to deep grooves 
(Flg 6 lob) due to h~gher plast~c~ty and greater abrasive wear If abrasive wear alone is 
cons~dered then the measured groove d~mensions yield mlld wear rates 4 to 5 times h~gher 
in reclprocating slidlng as compared to the unl directional sl~ding 
Aluminium deposits are observed on the counter face only in reclprocating sl~ding 
(Fig 6 13) The surface layer in reclprocatlng sl~drng contams less iron (Fig 6 1 ld) slnce the 
sliding is between the aluminium deposits on the counterface and the alumlnlum pin Th~s 
prevents the formation of homogeneous (ultrafine mixture) slabs such as those observed in 
Flg 6 12 c) SEM micrograph of the sub surface of a 
selzed sample generated in reciprocatmg slldlng A1 23 96 
SI blnary alloy 0 6 m/s slid~ng speed Note the different 
direct~on of crack prcpagatlon 1n adjacent stratified layers 
d) SEM micrograph of the surface of a selzed sample 
generated m reciprocabng slid~ng A1 23 % 161 binary 
alloy 1 2 mls sliding speed Note the different d~ectlon 
of crack propagahon 1n adja~ent strat~fxd layers 
Fig 6 13 SEM m~crograph of the surface of a EN 24 flat 
used in reclprocatlng slldlng M11d wear reglme 0 6 m/s 
slldlng speed Note the long ridges of aluminium depos~ts 
ind~cated by 
arrow 
uni directional sliding (Fig 6 113 Aluminium deposits once formed plough out long con 
forming grooves on the softened surface layers The loose packing of the granular materral in 
the surface layers of the reciprocating specimens may also grve rrse to larger surface grooves 
In unr drrectronal sliding materral removal occurs mostly by delamrnatron of the surface 
layers which leaves deep and rough craters (Fig 6 10a) on the surface Abrasive wear does 
not contribute sign~ficantly to the material removal process in unl directional slrding which 1s 
apparent from the surface appearance of the worn specrmens where the grooves are narrow 
In recrprocating slidrng other than abrasrve wear there seems to be some other mechanrsm 
operative for the material removal process which leaves shallow and flat craters on the sur 
face (Fig 6 lob) There appears to be some relatronship between flat craters on the surface 
(Frg 6 lob) and the closely packed transverse cracks (Fig 6 10c) These cracks (though not 
always) nucleate rn a groove and propagate transversely (to the sliding directron) withrn the 
groove and remove a thin sheet of homogeneous surface layer of thickness about 1 2 pm 
(Fig 6 1 lb) It IS not clear at thls stage as to why and how these cracks originate Eyre et al 
(7) have observed cracks of such morphology on the hard phase of a grey cast iron plate 
subjected to reciprocating slrding They have reported that these cracks are due to fatrgue 
Godfrey (10) has also observed such cracks and the consequent removal of t h ~ n  sheets ot 
mater~al from the gear teeth He identifies these cracks as originatrng due to contact fatrgue 
Kimura (158) shows fatigue strratlons in craters left by fatrgue wear No such striations are 
found in the present shallow craters Kirnura however also porn& out the difficulties of exper 
lmentally observing such strrations and presents a model which predlcts that the steady state 
fatigue wear which commences within few cycles of the initratlon of slrding Cons~derrng the 
1 2pm thick sheets are removed once in about 5 to 10 cycles of the present tests it IS posslble 
that the process wh~ch gives rise to the shallow craters 1s fatigue 
The morphology of slrding surfaces worn in the two modes of slrding (Figs 6 10a and 
6 lob) suggests that the removal of materlal due to cratering in unrdire~onal sllding is much 
higher It 1s apparent that the difference in the wear rates observed between two sliding 
modes 1s due to abrasion 
6 3 2 Seuure 
S e m e  m a mater~al occurs durlng sl~dlng when the sub surface temperature equals to or 
exceeds a temperature character~stic of that material (157) Th~s characteris tic temperature 
may be reached by different operational routes Increasing the speed or lncreaslng the contact 
tlme allow the sl~d~ng couple to attrun this temperature at decreasing loads Under a glven 
operating conditions the reclprocatlng sliding mode attaim higher temperatures at any instant 
of time as compared to uni directional sl~ding because the contact tlme in the former IS more 
Temperature measurements m the sub surface regions also confirm that the temperatures are 
hlgher In reclprocating sl~ding mode (Fig 6 8) as compared to those observed in u m  dlrec 
tional sl~ding It IS thus expected that the semre loads decrease either by changing the mode 
of sliding from uni directional to rec~procating or by increasing the slid~ng speed Fig 6 6 
dso confirms that the selzure loads are low in reclprocating sliding at all sillcon levels as 
compared to uni directional sl~ding It IS also ev~dent that the seizure loads decrease wlth 
increasing speed whlch IS in support of the expectations 
Copper and magnesium additions to 17 56 Si alloy reduce friction (Fig 6 5) and increase 
strength s~gnificantly (Fig 6 9d) as compared to the base alloy Th~s reduces the shear 
stress(S) to hardness (P) ratlo by allowing selzure to take place at higher load Fig 6 7 shows 
that the seizure laad for the 17S1 SCu 1Mg alloy m reciprocating slldlng IS s~gnificantly 
h~gher than that for the base alloy rec~procated at the same speed 
Fig 6 6 suggests that the trends in the selzure load w~th sll~con content are same at low 
slldlng speeds In both the sliding modes Increasing the sliding speeds to 1 2 and 1 8 mls 
reduce the sewre loads for the hypereutectlc A1 Si alloys drastically with Increasing sillcon 
content 1nstea.d of more Or less unchanged (as In the case of uni directional sliding at 0 8mls 
or reclprocatlng slldlng at 0 6 ds) This IS related to the unstable micros~cturd response of 
these alloys at specific t~mper'ture~ and strain rates Al 17% Si alloy shows flow softening 
even at 100 C 1x1 axla1 compression (Fig 6 9b) Unstable behawour IS evrdent in the case 
of 23 % SI alloy at room temperature (6 9c) In contrast more stable behaviour is apparent in 
hypoeutectlc alloys at temperatures m the range 25 to 300 C and strain rates 0 1 to 100/s 
(6 9a) 
The sub surface temperature of the hypereutechc alloy (23 %Si) at 0 6m/s reclprocatlng 
sliding speed is about 70 96 of the 13 %Si alloy The coefficient of friction of 23 96 SI alloy is 
also low (Flg 6 4) Heat transfer calculauons (157) also account for the difference in sub 
surface temperatures of 13% SI alloy and hypereutectic A1 Si alloys Insp~te of differences in 
the seizure temperatures of the two alloys the hypereutectic A1 Si alloy selzes at the same 
load as that of the 13% Sl alloy The reason for this may be related to the flow soften~ng and 
unstable mlcrostructural response such as adiabat~c shear banding in the sub surface reglons 
of the hypereutectic A1 SI alloys Adiabat~c shear banding encourages bulk shear in the sub 
surface regions thereby promoting seizure Increas~ng the slidlng speed to 1 2 mls brings the 
sub surface temperature of hypereutectlc alloy to a same level to that of the 13Yd alloys 
(Flg 6 8) This promotes widespread ~nstability in the sub surface reglons and consequent 
lowermng of semzure load R g  6 12d show cracks propagating along the flow dlrect~on in a 
highly deformed sub surface of a 23 % Si alloy rec~procated at 1 2mls Such deformation 
shear and fracture are not observed in semd hypoeutectic samples (Fig 6 12a and 6 12b) 
The above discuss~on is done on the basis of process data obtained from uniax~al corn 
presslon It is possible that the effect of alternating stress state on micorstructural stability of 
these materials is more deleter~ous than that of the stresses assoc~ated w~th uniaxial compres 
sron or un~directronal sliding However no relevant experrmental data IS available at present 
to test this hypothesis 
The following conclusrons are arrived at when A1 Si alloys dry sl~d agalnst an En 24 steel 
dw: in uni dlrect~onal as well as recipmatlng sl~ding modes at normal pressure range of 2 to 
26 MPa and a slidlng speed range of 0 6to 1 8 mls 
1 a) Wear and selzure resistances of A1 S i alloys recorded in uni directional sliding worsen 
when the mode of sliding 1s changed to reciprocating Thls is attrrbuted to the comparatively 
high temperature rlse which occurs dur~ng reciprocating sliding 
b) Increasing the average speed in reclpromting sllding reduces the normal load required for 
seizure 
c) Addition of alloying elements such as copper and magnesium to the base alloy improves 
the wear and seizure resistance in reciprocaung sliding 
2 The seizure resistance of the alloy is unaffected by silicon content at low (0 6m/s) average 
reciprocatlng speed but a adversely affected in the high speed reglon (3  1 2mls) when the 
silicon content is increased beyond 13 % SI 
3 The pin sub surface temperature in reciprocatlng sl~dlng a found to be cons~stently hlgher 
than that observed m unidirect~onal sliding Further the temperature rise 1s found to Increase 
with increasing average reclprocmng speed 
4 If a material when tested in unl axial compression is prone to unstable mechanical response 
at certain combinations of temperatures and strain rates and if such combinations of tempera 
ture and strain rate are generated in surface region of a specimen subjected to reciprocating 
slidlng the seizure resistance of that mater~al at these combinations of temperature and strain 
Chapter 7 
Unidirectional sliding tests scribing tes@ and reciprocating wear tesB on A1 Si alloys 
against steel counterfaces have led to the following conclusions 
1) Wlr of binary A1 d alloys proceeds in three stages namely mild wear severe wear 
and selzure when tested in a normal pressure range of 2 to 29 MPa and 0 8 m/s sl~dlng speed 
in unidirectional as well as reciprocating sliding modes A compacted layer of debris forms 
on the specimen surface which protects the alloy against wear and renders the wear regime 
m~ld Increasing the normal I d  destab~lises the layer due to plastic yielding in the sub sur 
face glving rise to mild severe wear transition At higher loads selzure occurs which is relat 
ed to contact temperature 
2) W w  rates of the binary A1 Si alloys do not depend on the silicon content in the m~ld 
wear region In the severe wear region the wear rates of the 23%Si alloy are higher as corn 
pared to other test alloys Selzure is observed m all the alloys except m the case of 23 % Sl 
3) Bulk shear seems to be the mechanism of seizure for A1 S1 alloys Frlct~onal force and 
resistance to shear are the controlling factors whlch together deterrn~ne the onset of selzure 
For a materia and temperature there is a sub surface depth where shear stress equals to re 
slstamx to ghear Seizure sets in at this depth 
4) Wm and seizure resistances of binary A1 Si alloys worsen when the mode of sllding IS 
changed from unl duxctlonal to reciprocation This 1s due to comparatively higher temper 
ames generated m reciprocatmg sliding Increasing the average r( cirpocating sl~ding speed 
from 0 6 m/s 1 8 mls affects the wear and semzure resistances adversely Addit~on of cer 
tan alloylng elements such as copper and magnesium improve the wear and selzure resistant 
es of the base alloy 
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The bulk surface tempeatwe of the pin sliding against d~sc is estimated following the 
approach suggested by Lim and Ashby (150) The equations for a steel pin sliding against a 
steel dw: have been modified for the sliding of an aluminium alloy pin against a steel d~sc 
The fiiction heat generated at the interface per unit area per second is 
where 1 IS the fiiction coefficient F is the normal force on the pm v IS the sliding velocity 
and A is the nominal contact area A fraction of the heat a (heat distribution coefficient) 
gaes to the pin and the rest goes to the disc The flux for steady state conditions 1s given by 
where K, (Jm 's 'K l) is the thermal conductivity of the pin Tbl (K) is the bulk surface 
temperature of the pin I,, (m) is the mean d~ffuslon distance taken as = r the radius of the 
pin and T (K) 1s the sink temperature Thus 
In the case of the disc a steady state is established when the Jaeger constant 4 defined 
as the ratio of the tlme of heat diffusion to the mnteract~on time is less than 1 0 t#i 1s grven by 
where a is the thermal dlffilv~ty of the dlsc material 
In the present case 4 > > 1 and the bulk surface temperature of the d~sc considering the 
t~me dependent equatons of heat flow 1s given by 
*b2 = T + [2(1 or) q(at,)lnZ/K, .r '1 
where K, IS the thermal conductiv~ty of the d~sc mater~al Continu~ty requires that T,, = T, 
Equat~ng Eqns (Al) and (A2) and solvlng for ar assuming I,, = r glves 
when v = o a = 1 because the transit~on to steady state condlt~ons in the disc when +< 1 
has been neglected Th~s e corrected by wr~tlng 
substituting this value of a in eqn (A 1) the bulk surface temperature T,, of the pln was 
estimated for different test alloys K, was taken as 4 1 Jm Is 'K land a as 9 1 x 1O%?s ' K, 
was taken from the l~terature (151) nble A1 glves the appropriate values of the parameters 
used to estlmate the bulk surface temperature T,, and Fig A1 shows a plot of T,, at sewre 
for different silicon levels (percentages) 
Table A1 Parameters used to estlmate the bulk temperature 
Si content a E Seizure 
- 1  I Bulk %rface % load (N) (Jm 8 IT 1 tmpratureTbi (a 
23 0267 0492 1910 167 323 0 
(Load m 
Were wear)  
Fig A1 Exper~mental bulk tempraNe m the severe wear 
regmn as a function of silicon content and that at semre 
eshmated using eqn (Al) The temperature estimated for 
the 23% SI alloy corresponds to toe severe wear region 
and 190 N normal load 
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